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Abstract
Annual estimates of removals from fish stocks are a fundamental re-
quirement for any fisheries management regime. The surveillance
of maritime boat ramp aims to balance the sustainability of fisheries
stocks and the impacts of fishing on the environment with the eco-
nomic opportunities they offer, since recreational fishers account for
a substantial proportion of the harvest taken from many inshore fish-
eries. Thus overlooking key boat ramps by a network of web cameras
is able to monitor levels of recreational effort over the long term.
The manual interpretation of images provided by these cameras is
time intensive, and strategies have been developed to minimize the
number of images that are captured by each camera. Images are only
interpreted from a subsample of 60 days per year, although images
are collected and stored throughout the year. Images of the boat ramp
are also at the low frequency of one frame per minute to ensure the
adequate detection of a vessel being launched and retrieved, while
minimizing the number of images stored, and hence the time required
to interpret this footage.
This process could be significantly improved by automating the
boat counting process, if images are interpreted from all 365 days
of the year without any subsampling. The key challenges to be ad-
dressed when developing a computer vision based boat counting sys-
tem are: how to accurately model maritime scenes; and how to track
trailer boat in low-frame-rate (LFR) of 1 frame per minute (1-fpm)
videos.
Consider background modeling for a dynamic maritime environ-
ment, at the interface between the land and the sea. The region-of-
interest (ROI) contains both areas of land and water. The boundary
between the water and land changes over time with the rise and fall
of the tide. As a consequence, the distribution of water and land varies
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over time in the ROI, which makes background modeling in this case
extremely difficult given the varying area of water and amount of light
reflected from this water at differing times of day and sun angle.
Visual object tracking in LFR videos is a highly challenging prob-
lem in the computer vision community, because the location and ori-
entation of an object can change in a highly unpredictable fashion
between frames when they are captured at a low frequency. When
monitoring boat ramp traffic, I attempt to track the movement of trail-
ered boats, when they are observed in 1-fpm videos. The minute-
by-minute discontinuity seen in LFR video is problematic because of
unpredictable variations of object on appearance, scale, and motion,
and because backgrounds can be dynamic.
To interpret dynamic maritime boat ramp background, a Cogni-
tive Background Modeling method for Land and Water composition
scenes (CBM-lw) is proposed. In this method, a geometrical calcula-
tion based on tidal data gives an initial indication of the tidal water-
line, and pixel classification is used to determine the optimal bound-
ary between areas of land and water. Different learning rates and
background updating strategies are used for areas of land and wa-
ter to improve modeling performance. The influence of sunrise and
sunset is also considered by the new method, to account for changes
in outdoor luminosity. This method can also be used to identify and
reject corrupted images, which in turn improves the accuracy of back-
ground modeling.
I propose a new object tracking algorithm for automatically track-
ing objects in 1-fpm LFR videos. With this method, each boat is tracked
as a combination of a trailered boat and a towing vehicle (a boat-
vehicle combo), and the relationship between these two components
is modeled in multi-feature space and traced across consecutive frames.
Lifespan trajectory templates and associations extracted from the ob-
servation of historical boat launching and retrieving activities are adopted
to mitigate the discontinuity caused by the 1-fpm frame rate. A com-
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bination of various features is used to make the proposed algorithm
robust to sources of variation, such as changes in object appearance,
motion discontinuity, and varying levels of illumination. The lifespan
of detected objects in this situation is usually short, and the proposed
method takes into account temporal correlations in object appearance
throughout the targets lifespan, rather than over the latest two frames,
which is usually the case with conventional tracking algorithms.
The developed computer boat counting prototype has been evalu-
ated using web camera imagery collected at boat ramps at Waitangi,
Raglan and Takapuna over a three-year period (721,440 images taken
between 2010 and 2012). In my experiments, the proposed algorithms
provide more robust and accurate background modeling and object
tracking than the state-of-the-art algorithms. In particular, the back-
ground modeling is more robust to the dynamic land and water com-
positional scenes. The object tracking is more satisfactory in cases of
1-fpm LFR, due to the method taking into account correlated objects
modeling and object behavior prediction. As a result, the proposed
methods provide more satisfactory boat counting performance than
the existing methods.
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2Chapter 1
Introduction
In fisheries management, recreational fishers account for a substan-
tial proportion of the harvest taken from many inshore fisheries, yet
the collection of quantitative information from the recreational fishing
sector is problematic, as these fisheries are poorly defined, widespread,
and is not subject to any form of reporting regime (Hartill et al., 2007).
Most of our understanding on recreational fisheries comes from sur-
veys which have provided estimates of annual harvest, and in some
cases, effort. The methods used in these surveys have varied consider-
Figure 1.1: The scenario of boat tracking at maritime boat ramp.
3ably, which include aerial surveys and access point surveys. (Hartill,
Bian, Rush, & Armiger, 2013). Many of these surveys have relied in
part on interviews conducted with recreational fishers returning to
boat ramps at the end of a fishing trip.
The management of recreational fisheries is usually an uncertain
process, because information on levels of catch and effort is usually
collected infrequently and irregularly. The probabilistic survey ap-
proaches normally used to assess recreational fisheries are usually
too expensive and logistically onerous to maintain in a regular and
frequent fashion over the long term, yet the dynamics of these fish-
eries are likely to vary and trend with time (Hartill, 2013). The rate
at which recreational fishing vessels return to boat ramps during sur-
veyed hours is determined by a variety of factors, such as year, month,
time of day, day of the week, wind speed, wind direction, tide state,
ramp, region, regional population growth. In contrast, remote sens-
ing technology such as web cameras offers a potentially cost effective
and reliable means of continuously monitoring levels of recreational
effort over the long term, since anglers fishing from boats account for
the majority of the recreational harvest taken from most recreational
fisheries and boat ramps act as choke points through which they must
pass.
Web cameras have been installed overlooking key boat ramps around
New Zealand, to monitor recreational fishing effort (Hartill, Rush, &
Payne, 2010). Each web camera captures one image per minute, which
provides 1440 images of a monitored ramp on each day. The image
capture frequency of one image every 60 seconds was chosen to en-
sure the adequate detection of a vessel’s retrieval, while minimizing
the number of images stored, and hence the time required to interpret
this footage. These images are viewed in series by a technician who
manually interprets the images and records a count of returning boats
for that day. It takes the technician about 15-20 minutes to do this for
images collected over a 24 hour period. This process is very onerous
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and time-consuming, and only 60 days of imagery are manually inter-
preted from each camera per year. Nonetheless, with thirteen camera
systems, the amount of effort still adds up, and approximately seven
weeks of analyst time are required to read images from 60 days annu-
ally, across all thirteen cameras.
The objective of this work is to develop the computer vision al-
gorithms to automate the monitoring trends in recreational fishing ef-
fort, i.e., automate the process of counting/tracking the trailered boats
passing across boat ramps, and interpreting images from all 365 days
of the year. These algorithms could be used to: retrospectively inter-
pret all data collected without any subsampling in time, to interpret
images collected in the future, and to reduce the cost of collecting and
storing imagery and the traffic count data derived from these images.
The tracking of trailered boats in videos can be defined as the pro-
cess of detecting objects of interest (trailered boats) from a sequence of
video scenes, and tracking the motion of these objects to extract useful
context information which can be used to provide counts of the num-
ber of trailered boats passing across the ramp. Technically, there are
two major components of such a visual tracking system: moving ob-
ject detection, and motion tracking. Figure 1.1 illustrates the scenario
of trailered boat tracking from video footage of a maritime boat ramp.
The problem of object detection is the recognition of the object
when it appears in the camera’s field of view. A very common tech-
nique for moving object detection is background subtraction, in which
each image is compared against a background model. Pixels in the
present image that differ remarkably from the background model are
classified as moving objects. Thus in order to solve the problem of
detection in complex dynamic backgrounds, background modeling
plays an important role in moving object detection algorithms (Zhang,
Fei, Lu, & Li, 2009).
Visual tracking can be considered as the issue of computing the
trajectory of an object in the frame as it goes around a scene. A track-
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ing algorithm allocates corresponding labels to the tracked moving
objects in consecutive frames of image sequences. Depending onthe
tracking field, the tracking method is able to supply object related
knowledge, such as size, position, orientation and silhouette of an
object (Yilmaz, Javed, & Shah, 2006). The key difficulty with object
tracking is that an object may change its appearance, making the ap-
pearance from the initial frame irrelevant.
Tracking boats using maritime boat ramps is challenging, because
the low image capture rate used in this context can result in serious
information loss in between two consecutive frames. This problem
is aggravated by the fact that the boat ramp background can change
dynamically over the time, given the time of day and tidal state. Next,
we investigate the problem further by exploring the challenge issues
that we must address when tracking trailered boats.
1.1 Challenging Issues
The first issue is that maritime boat ramps are set in a dynamic marine
environment, at the interface between the land and the sea. The region
of interest (ROI) in a boat ramp scene is made up of areas of both land
and water. The borderline between the water and land varies over
time with the rise and fall of the tide and with the sea state. As a
result, the spatial extent of the water and land changes over time in the
ROI, which makes background modeling in this situation extremely
difficult, especially given the varying amount of light reflected from
this water at differing times of day and sun angle.
Many background modeling algorithms have been proposed in the
literature, but most of them are limited to indoor scenes or very special
outdoor scenes, such as highways, intersections, etc. In other words,
the majority of existing work has focused on more static terrestrial
situations, and very few previous works have considered the marine
environment. Thus, the problem of modeling background for marine
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situations and detecting moving objects in these dynamic scenes is
still an active area of research.
A second issue arises when moving object tracking is performed
over low-frame-rate (LFR) image sequences. The image capture rate
used in this study is only one frame per minute (1-fpm), which is
much lower than standard video frequency (30 frames per second).
This low image capture rate is pragmatic when the images are inter-
preted manually and it minimizes the number of images that have to
be transmitted and stored. As a result, we have a sparse image series
as shown in Figure 1.1. Objects move abruptly from one image to an-
other at such low capturing rate, and exit or enter the scene frequently
(3-5 images of object lifespan in average). Unpredictable variations of
an object, such as appearance, scale, and rate of movement, are par-
ticularly frequent in this situation. Conventional tracking algorithms
used in this context will be unreliable as they are heavily dependent
on motion and appearance continuity.
Almost all traditional methods suppose that the movement of tar-
get is smooth without abrupt variations (Yilmaz et al., 2006). Some
existing methods further constrain the target movement to be of con-
stant acceleration or constant velocity based on the priori knowledge.
Additionally, some information, such as the size, shape, number of ob-
jects and appearance, is often employed by conventional algorithms to
simplify the problem. However, we cannot impose such constraints
on the appearance or motion of targets under LFR conditions, and ob-
ject tracking in this context is highly challenging.
A third issue to consider is that luminosity in complex outdoor
scenes is easily influenced by several factors, such as time of day,
cloud cover, time of year, and the availability of street lighting. In
particular, the rate of luminance change is obviously higher during
sunrise and sunset than that of other time. It is therefore necessary to
specifically consider the influence of sunrise and sunset as part of our
background modeling.
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Another problem addressed by this work is the incidence of cor-
rupted images which can occasionally be found in image sequences.
The image data used in this research is provided by web cameras
overlooking boat ramps. These web camera systems wirelessly trans-
mit video data to a nearby PC for storage. Unfortunately, images
are sometimes corrupted by radio interference, or because some other
part of the system has failed, and it is necessary to detect when this
has occurred. Corrupted images are of no practical use, because any
detection of objects from these images would be unreliable. Further,
the use of these corrupted images would reduce the quality of any
background model produced from an affected time series of images.
In summary, the challenges addressed by this work are:
(1) the dynamic shifting background composition of the scene at
a maritime boat ramp caused by fluctuations in tidal height,
which traditional background modeling methods struggle to cope
with,
(2) the changing levels of luminance in complex outdoor scenes,
which complicate the task of background modeling,
(3) discontinuity in object motion caused by the low image capture
rate of web camera that provided data for this study,
(4) changes in object appearance including geometric and photo-
metric variations,
(5) the short lifespan (3-5 frames in average) of each object, which
makes the behavior of the target (trailered boat) less predictable,
and
(6) detecting corrupted images caused by radio interference of the
web camera systems.
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1.2 Overview of the Proposed Methods
This work addresses the challenges listed above by adopting new strate-
gies. In Chapter 5, we propose a new background modeling algorithm
for land and water scenes, which is used when interpreting the traffic
of boats passing across boat ramps. As the background dynamics of
land and water scenes differ markedly, this new method classifies ar-
eas in each image as either land or water, given ancillary model data
on predicted tidal height, so that different strategies can be used to
model the background on land and on the water, respectively. The in-
fluence of sunrise and sunset is also considered by the new approach
to account for changes in outdoor luminance. This algorithm can also
be used to identify and reject corrupted images, which will also im-
prove the accuracy of background modeling. The performance of this
new algorithm is evaluated on a large variety of image data.
Then in Chapter 6, we propose a new method for object tracking
in LFR 1-fpm videos. Built upon the reliable multi-feature based ob-
ject matching, the proposed algorithm performs boat-vehicle combo
modeling to enhance tracking performance, by simultaneously track-
ing two associated objects (i.e., a trailered boat and a towing vehicle)
rather than locating each object solely based on its own history in tra-
ditional object tracking methods. In addition, to cope with the infor-
mation gap caused by LFR videos, the proposed method models the
behavior of launching and retrieving boats to increase motion conti-
nuity and make them more traceable. We also experimentally validate
our new method given a variety of LFR scenarios.
1.3 Contributions
The original contributions of this work are the following:
(1) A novel background modeling algorithm is proposed for dy-
namic marine boat ramps, at the interface between the land and
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the sea. The algorithm applies individual strategies to model
the background of land and water scenes, respectively. The use
of dynamic learning rate and intelligent updating rules signif-
icantly increases the robustness and accuracy of the proposed
method. Moreover, the low computational cost and low level
of memory required for this approach maximizes its potential
utility.
(2) A new LFR tracking method is developed for tracking trailered
boats in 1-fpm videos. Object tracking from 1-fpm video is very
difficult, since there are many sources of uncertainty for object
localization, such as the discontinuity of motion caused by LFR,
dynamic background, appearance changes, and clutter. Tradi-
tional tracking methods perform poorly in these scenarios, given
the abrupt motion of objects and their short lifespan in the ROI.
The proposed method performs far better in this situation, track-
ing objects accurately and reliably in real-world boat traffic mon-
itoring videos.
(3) A corrupted image detection is proposed to handle image clut-
ter caused by radio interference. Note the inclusion of these cor-
rupted images in an image series will reduce the quality of back-
ground models used when detecting objects.
(4) The influence of sunrise and sunset is also considered when mod-
eling backgrounds to account for changes in outdoor luminance
throughout the day.
(5) A geometrical model is built for determining the optimal bound-
ary between areas of land and water.
(6) The combo object modeling is proposed originally to deal with
abrupt appearance changes caused by LFR videos.
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(7) A behavioral prediction model is derived from boat launching
and retrieval activities to increase motion continuity, so that trail-
ered boats are more traceable in LFR scenarios.
1.4 Thesis Structure
The thesis is laid out as follows:
• In Chapter 2, I describe the image, tidal and sunrise/sunset data
used for this study.
• In Chapter 3, I present the overall design of our computer boat
counting with a focus on moving object detection and tracking.
• In Chapter 4, I review existing methods for background model-
ing and object tracking. I also describe in more detail approaches
which I will compare against in the evaluations of my proposed
methods.
• In Chapter 5, I introduce the proposed background modeling
of land and water composition scenes, and I provide quantita-
tive and qualitative evaluations of the quality and robustness of
background modeling on image data from three maritime boat
ramps in New Zealand.
• In Chapter 6, I propose a new method for tracking objects in the
LFR 1-fpm videos. I experimentally validate this method using
a variety of LFR videos.
• Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and discusses possible exten-
sions of this work in the future.
Chapter 2
Data on Maritime Boat Ramps
In this chapter, the data that is used to illustrate and evaluate the pro-
posed methods is presented. The data used to inform the monitoring
of traffic surveillance at maritime boat ramps includes: image data,
tidal height data and sunrise/sunset data. These data used to inform
the development of the methods discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 are
described in the following sections.
2.1 Image Data
The image data I use for this work is collected by New Zealand’s Na-
tional Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA). NIWA
has established a network of web cameras overlooking key boat ramps,
on behalf of the Ministry for Primary Industries, to monitor trends in
recreational fishing effort over time.
2.1.1 Overview of Web Camera Network
A network of web cameras has been established by NIWA overlook-
ing key boat ramps in Fisheries Management Area 1 (FMA 1) since
2004-05, in FMAs 8 and 9 since 2006-07, and in FMAs 2 and 7 since
2014-15. Image data are therefore available for a number of years
from boat ramps at Waitangi, Parua Bay, Shelley Beach, Takapuna,
Half Moon Bay, Raglan, Sulphur Point and New Plymouth (Hartill et
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Figure 2.1: Locations of boat ramps where web cameras are currently
installed in Fisheries Management Areas 1, 2, 7, 8 and 9.
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Figure 2.2: Diagrammatic representation of a web camera system
al., 2015). Figure 2.1 gives the geographical distribution of all thir-
teen boat ramps where web cameras are currently used to monitor
recreational traffic. In this work, we develop methods to automate the
counting of boats using monitored boat ramps. The imagery used in
this study is collected at three boat ramps, which are selected as typ-
ical examples of low traffic (Raglan), medium traffic (Waitangi), and
high traffic (Takapuna) ramps. The details of the selected boat ramps
are provided in Section 2.1.2.
Figure 2.2 shows the configuration of a web camera system for boat
ramps surveillance. The system is essentially made up of:
1. web camera which wirelessly transmits video data to a nearby
PC,
2. a PC with a frame grabber that takes a static image at 60 second
intervals which is time stamped and saved,
3. and a modem that transmits batches of images to a secure NIWA
server on regular basis.
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Issues to be addressed when setting up a web camera system are
as follows: how to supply power to the web camera and associated
PC/modem; how to choose structures which can give a good view of
each ramp; where to put the PC and modem within reception range
of the wireless camera; and how to transmit the image data to the as-
sociated PC. There is a need for broadband Internet since at least 1440
images are generated every day, which means the location of the PC
should be within about 5 km of a Telecom exchange. Cellular net-
works may be used to transmit the image data if a Telecom exchange
is not within 5 km of the web camera system.
2.1.2 Three Boat Ramps addressed in This Work
Raglan Boat Ramp: The Raglan boat ramp located on the west coast
of the North Island of New Zealand (as Figure 2.3 left). The latitude
and longitude of this boat ramp is 37◦48′S and 175◦43′E. The ramp
is a dual lane concrete boat ramp whose region-of-interest for traf-
fic surveillance is illustrated as the polygon in Figure 2.3. This ROI
contains an entrance straight into the sea. Raglan is a popular spot for
recreational fishers on summer and autumn days, but the overall level
of traffic is low at this boat ramp.
Waitangi Boat Ramp: The Waitangi boat ramp is located in the north-
western Bay of Islands on the East Northland coast (Figure 2.4). The
latitude and longitude of this boat ramp is 35◦18′S and 174◦05′E. The
ramp is a dual access concrete boat ramp. The region of interest for
surveillance is curved at the top of the ramp, as seen in Figure 2.4.
The ramp provides a sheltered launching facility in weather condi-
tions, and is very popular with visitors to the Bay of Islands area.
Takapuna Boat Ramp: The Takapuna boat ramp is located in Auck-
land on the east coast of the North Island of New Zealand (as Figure
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Figure 2.3: Raglan boat ramp
Figure 2.4: Waitangi boat ramp
2.5). Its latitude and longitude is 36◦47′S and 174◦44′E. This concrete
ramp is approximately four-lane wide with a groyne along its sea-
ward side. The region of interest for traffic surveillance is a wide and
straight entrance into the sea. The Takapuna ramp is one of the busiest
boat launching facilities in New Zealand.
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Figure 2.5: Takapuna boat ramp
2.1.3 Problems of Data Collection
The web camera systems used to monitor traffic at these ramps are
mostly reliable, but outages sometimes occur for a variety of reasons,
such as vandalism, power and Internet outages, and lightning strikes
causing power surges (Hartill, 2013). The incidence of radio inter-
ference has also been increased, due to the proliferation of commu-
nication devices. Radio interference can reduce the quality of im-
ages which are transmitted from the camera to a nearby PC. Figure
2.6 gives some examples of corrupted images which are caused by
radio interference. Apparently these images are of no practical use,
because any detection of objects from these images would be unreli-
able. Therefore, it is necessary to remove these corrupted images to
improve the accuracy of object detection.
2.1.4 Image Datasets for Experiments
The proposed algorithms will be assessed on a variety of real image
data in Chapter 5 and 6. The data used for this study was collected by
New Zealand’s National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research
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Figure 2.6: Examples of corrupted images.
(NIWA). It will be used to evaluate the accuracy of object detection,
tracking and counting, and it will also provide a greater variety of ob-
jects and more realistic test conditions. The characteristics of the data
are summarized in Table 2.1. These sequences of images were taken of
the boat ramps at Waitangi, Takapuna and Raglan, in New Zealand’s
North Island on a sample of days in 2010, 2011 and 2012. The frame
size of the videos is 720 × 576 pixels, and they were captured at one
frame per minute. The total number of frames tested for Waitangi,
Takapuna and Raglan is 230,400, 241,920 and 249,120, respectively.
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Table 2.1: Image Data for Experiments
Ramp
No. of Frames (No. of Boats)
2010 2011 2012 Total
Raglan
79,200 82,080 80,640 241,920
(783) (908) (724) (2415)
Waitangi
77,760 83,520 69,120 230,400
(1772) (1422) (1140) (4334)
Takapuna
86,400 84,960 77,760 249,120
(2884) (2777) (2174) (7795)
2.2 Tidal Data
The situation we address in this work is at high traffic boat ramps
on New Zealand’s north-eastern coast, where the tidal height changes
dynamically over time. Table 2.2 gives some examples of tidal data
provided by NIWA, which shows the varying tidal height in the inter-
val of 1 minute. The background composition of the scene at a boat
ramp can change substantially with tidal height, as this determines
the location of the boundary between the water and land with the rise
and fall of the tide (Figure 2.7).
The distribution of water and land changes over time in the ROI,
which makes object detection, tracking and counting in this case ex-
tremely difficult, since background dynamics in land and water scenes
differ markedly. On land, the background is usually static, with little
or no change in topography. In contrast, water scenes are intrinsically
dynamic, as water is a reflective surface that moves continuously, of-
ten to varying degrees. Thus, traffic surveillance at maritime boat
ramps needs to consider the dynamic tidal state in coastal situations
and cope with land and water composition scenes.
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Figure 2.7: Images illustrate the changes on the boundary between
the water and land with the rise and fall of the tide. (a) Waitangi, (b)
Takapuna, and (c) Raglan.
2.3 Sunrise and Sunset Data
In complex outdoor scenes, the level of luminance is easily influenced
by several factors, such as time of day, cloud cover, and time of year.
Sunrise and sunset occur during two brief periods every 24-hour. Pub-
licly available sunrise/sunset data provided by Land Information New
Zealand (www.linz.govt.nz) gives an accurate estimate of when sun-
rise and sunset occur, which changes throughout the year. Table 2.3
gives some examples, which show the changing pattern of sunrise and
sunset at Waitangi, Takapuna, and Raglan, respectively.
The periods of sunrise or sunset last for about 30 minutes each
day, for which a corresponding 30 images are collected by each web
camera. Six frames taken at six minute intervals are shown of a sun
rise and sun set at each boat ramp, which show the rapid change in
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Figure 2.8: Images show the luminance changes during sunrise and
sunset. (a) Sunrise at Waitangi, (b) sunset at Waitangi, (c) sunrise at
Takapuna, (d) sunset at Takapuna, (e) sunrise at Raglan, and (f) sunset
at Raglan.
luminance at this time of day (Figure 2.8). As would be expected,
levels of illumination increase rapidly in the sunrise sequence, being
darkest in T1 to brightest in T31; whereas the reverse occurs at sunset.
The rate of luminance change is obviously higher during sunrise and
sunset than at any other time. It is therefore necessary to specifically
consider the influence of sunrise and sunset as part of our background
modeling, and adapt to changes in levels of illumination at either end
of the day.
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2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, I described the characteristics of image, tidal and sun-
rise/sunset data, which will be used in my experiments in Chapter
5 and 6. It is important to note that corrupted images are sometimes
caused by radio interference are of no practical use, because any de-
tection of objects from these images would be unreliable. Changes in
tidal height make background modeling in this case extremely diffi-
cult, since the boundary between the water and land varies over time
with the rise and fall of the tide. The rate of luminance change is obvi-
ously higher during sunrise and sunset than that of other time. These
factors need to be considered explicitly when applying computer vi-
sion techniques to detect, track and count boats using surveyed boat
ramps.
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Table 2.2: Examples of tidal data illustrate the changing height over
time at Waitangi, Takapuna, and Raglan, respectively.
Waitangi
Date Time Height (m)
7 Apr. 2010 00:01 4.248
7 Apr. 2010 00:02 4.252
7 Apr. 2010 00:03 4.253
7 Apr. 2010 00:04 4.255
7 Apr. 2010 00:05 4.257
7 Apr. 2010 00:06 4.259
7 Apr. 2010 00:07 4.261
Takapuna
Date Time Height (m)
17 Apr. 2010 00:01 6.026
17 Apr. 2010 00:02 6.030
17 Apr. 2010 00:03 6.032
17 Apr. 2010 00:04 6.034
17 Apr. 2010 00:05 6.036
17 Apr. 2010 00:06 6.038
17 Apr. 2010 00:07 6.042
Raglan
Date Time Height (m)
5 Aug. 2010 00:01 5.374
5 Aug. 2010 00:02 5.368
5 Aug. 2010 00:03 5.363
5 Aug. 2010 00:04 5.353
5 Aug. 2010 00:05 5.345
5 Aug. 2010 00:06 5.340
5 Aug. 2010 00:07 5.333
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Table 2.3: Examples of sunrise and sunset timetable show the chang-
ing pattern of sunrise and sunset at Waitangi, Takapuna, and Raglan,
respectively.
Waitangi
Date Sunrise Sunset
1 Jan. 2012 05:52 21:16
2 Jan. 2012 05:53 21:16
3 Jan. 2012 05:54 21:16
4 Jan. 2012 05:55 21:16
5 Jan. 2012 05:56 21:16
6 Jan. 2012 05:57 21:16
7 Jan. 2012 05:58 21:16
Takapuna
Date Sunrise Sunset
1 Jan. 2012 06:05 20:43
2 Jan. 2012 06:05 20:43
3 Jan. 2012 06:06 20:43
4 Jan. 2012 06:07 20:43
5 Jan. 2012 06:08 20:43
6 Jan. 2012 06:09 20:43
7 Jan. 2012 06:10 20:43
Raglan
Date Sunrise Sunset
1 Jan. 2012 06:01 20:45
2 Jan. 2012 06:02 20:45
3 Jan. 2012 06:03 20:46
4 Jan. 2012 06:04 20:46
5 Jan. 2012 06:05 20:46
6 Jan. 2012 06:06 20:46
7 Jan. 2012 06:06 20:46
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Chapter 3
The Computer Boat Counting System
This chapter introduces the design of proposed computer boat count-
ing system, and the process of detecting, tracking and counting mov-
ing objects. I also present an overview of the proposed cognitive back-
ground modeling and moving object tracking algorithms in Sections
3.2 and 3.9.
3.1 Overall Design
The solution for computer boat counting is to develop specialized
computer vision techniques for moving object detection and object of
interest tracking/counting in a maritime boat ramp environment.
Identifying moving objects from a sequence of images is the first
step, which ensures that the obtained foreground pixels accurately
correspond to the moving objects of interest (Zhang et al., 2009). These
foreground pixels are further processed for object localization and
tracking. Given the regions of objects in the frame, it is then the task
of tracking algorithms to conduct object association from one image to
the next to produce the tracks. An object tracker can generate the tra-
jectory of an object over time by locating its place in each frame of the
image sequence (Yilmaz et al., 2006). With the results of object detec-
tion and tracking, object of interest (boat) can be accurately counted
by applying some strategies.
As discussed in Chapter 1, the main challenges for developing
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Figure 3.1: Overall scheme of proposed computer boat counting sys-
tem.
such a computer vision based boat counting system are (1) the dynam-
ically shifting background composition, which can easily cause object
misdetection; and (2) the motion and appearance discontinuity seen
in LFR videos, which can make object unpredictable and untraceable.
Figure 3.1 gives a diagrammatic representation of the overall design
of the proposed computer boat counting system. In the following sec-
tions, I describe a list of problem-solving techniques, which are vital
to our undertaking of the above two challenges.
3.2 Moving Object Detection
Detecting a moving object from image series is an important and fun-
damental task in many computer vision applications, such as traffic
surveillance, video monitoring and analysis, posture identification,
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and human detection and tracking (Buch, Yin, Orwell, Makris, & Ve-
lastin, 2009; Jung, Lee, & Ho, 2001). Within each image frame, a mov-
ing object is identified as the unfixed furniture of a scene. The fore-
ground is recognized as every object. The regions of foreground are
highlighted (e.g., mask image) for processing in the subsequent steps.
3.2.1 Background Subtraction
To estimate the foreground, a background model is required to ac-
cumulate information about the background of a scene that is cap-
tured in a video sequence (Ramirez Rivera, Murshed, Kim, & Chae,
2013). This background model is then compared to the current im-
age to compute differences (or motion), provided that the camera is
stationary. Frame differencing is probably the simplest approach to
foreground estimation. A pixel-by-pixel difference map is calculated
between two successive images. This difference is thresholded and
used as the foreground mask. This method is very fast, but it cannot
deal with abrupt changes in illumination, noise, or periodic motions
in the background such as swaying trees and water movements. It
is therefore preferable to collect more information than that which is
available from last image for subtraction. This improvement leads to
the background subtraction technique.
The detection of moving object can be performed by generating a
representation of the scene, called a background model, and then find-
ing difference from the model for every input image. Any remarkable
variation in a frame region from the background model represents a
moving object. The pixels belonging to the regions undergoing change
are labelled for further processing. In other words, pixels that have not
changed are classified as background and pixels that have changed
are categorized as moving objects. Normally, a connected component
method is employed to gain the connected regions associated with
the moving objects. This procedure is referred to as the background
subtraction (Gao, Liu, Gao, & Zhang, 2009), which is used by the pro-
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posed computer boat counting system for moving object detection.
Background subtraction technique is based on the assumption that
the difference between a present frame and the background model is
caused by the occurrence of the moving objects. Difference in the way
the background model is generated results in different levels of frame
quality for different levels of computational cost.
3.2.2 Background Modeling
Background modeling is at the heart of any background subtraction
technique. Extensive research has been devoted to designing a back-
ground model which is robust to environmental variations in the back-
ground, but sensitive enough to recognize all interested moving ob-
jects (Yang, Li, Liu, & Shi, 2009). Background modeling employs the
current image to estimate and update a background model. This back-
ground model offers a statistical illustration of the whole scene for
background. Updating background relies on the strategy employed
for accommodating the model to reflect variations in the scene over
time. Because new image data is streamed and therefore dynamically
supplied, background updating should be an incremental real-time
process.
In this work, I attempt to model the dynamic background at the
interface between the land and the sea, at high traffic boat ramps on
New Zealand’s north-eastern coast. The background composition of
the scene at a boat ramp can change substantially as tidal heights,
levels of illumination, and reflectance vary throughout the day, and
throughout the year. Background modeling in this context is espe-
cially challenging.
The traditional background modeling algorithms are not suitable
for solving problems with modeling the background for land and wa-
ter composition scenes, as they were initially developed for background
modeling in a terrestrial situation, without the consideration of dy-
namic water scenes. Water background modeling has not so far been
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achieved in a satisfactory way, and the existing methods cannot be
applied directly to this work, which attempts to address more compli-
cated scenarios for modeling background of land and water compo-
sition scenes at marine boat ramps. The boundary between the water
and land changes over time with the rise and fall of the tide. Tradi-
tional background modeling techniques are unreliable in this context,
and more robust background modeling algorithms should be investi-
gated.
To deal with the aforementioned challenging issues, I propose a
new cognitive background modeling algorithm for land and water
composition scenes to interpret the traffic of boats passing across boat
ramps in Chapter 5.
3.3 Unusable Image Recognition
The image data used in this work is provided by web cameras over-
looking boat ramps. These web camera systems wirelessly transmit
video data to a nearby PC for storage. Unfortunately, images are
sometimes corrupted by radio interference, or because some other
part of the system has failed, and it is necessary to detect when this
has occurred (Hartill, 2013). As shown in Figure 2.6, corrupted images
are of no practical use, since any detection of objects from these im-
ages would be unreliable. Further, the use of these corrupted images
would decrease the quality of any background model produced from
an affected time series of images. The computer vision techniques de-
veloped here, therefore need to identify and reject corrupted images
to improve the accuracy of background modeling.
A major portion of each image of a boat ramp is composed of the
background, unless a large amount of noise is introduced in an image.
In other words, the binary object mask for a usable image would con-
sist of a large number of pixels having the value 0 (i.e., background
pixel), and a small number of pixels having the value 1 (i.e., object
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Figure 3.2: Images show the changes on the boundary between the
water and land at low and high sea level. (a) low sea level, and (b)
high sea level.
pixel). Based on this observation, I also propose a new method for
detecting corrupted images in LFR videos in Chapter 5.
3.4 Handling Dynamic Tidal State
The appearance of the shoreline at a maritime boat ramp changes over
time with the rise and fall of the tide. Figure 3.2 gives a comparison
of shoreline at low and high sea level, which illustrates the substantial
shifting of this borderline. For computer vision, the spatial extent of
the water changes the illumination condition of the background. Es-
pecially when the tide is high, reflections of water will easily blur the
object in observation.
The background dynamics in land and water scenes differs markedly.
The idea is to apply diverse strategies to land and water scenes, re-
spectively. Available tidal data can be technically incorporated into
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this background modeling. Specifically, our approach to handling dy-
namic tidal state for traffic surveillance at marine boat ramps is de-
scribed in Chapter 5.
3.5 Consideration of Sunrise and Sunset
The level of luminance is easily changed in complex outdoor scenes,
and this can complicate the process of object detection, tracking and
counting. Particularly for the periods of sunrise or sunset which last
for about 30 minutes each day, the rate of luminance change is obvi-
ously higher than that of other times. Figure 3.3 provides the com-
parison of luminance at the beginning and end of sunrise and sunset,
which shows dramatic changes in background luminance.
In practice, the impact of sunrise and sunset on object detection fol-
lows a specific pattern. The pattern gradually changes throughout the
year, which gives a fixed learning rate pattern for sunrise and sunset
on different days. Applying this strategy for handling the influence of
sunrise and sunset on traffic surveillance is also discussed in Chapter
5.
3.6 Dealing with Motion Discontinuity of Ob-
ject
In LFR 1-fpm videos, objects move in a sudden and unpredictable
manner. During the one-minute interval between two consecutive
images, objects in observation may move from land to shoreline, sud-
denly appear in the water, or even disappear from the boat ramp. Fig-
ure 3.4 gives such an example of such abrupt object motion.
Conventional tracking methods are limited by the condition of small
incremental motion per frame, which makes these methods not appli-
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Figure 3.3: Images showing the changes in luminance during sunrise
and sunset. (a) The beginning of sunrise, (b) the end of sunrise, (c) the
beginning of sunset, and (d) the end of sunset.
cable to the scenarios, where there is serious motion discontinuity. The
design of our object tracking is to increase object motion continuity by
adopting prior tracking knowledge, which can be inferred from typ-
ical boat launching and retrieving activities. The implementation of
this method is given in Chapter 6.
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Figure 3.4: Images showing the abrupt motion of interested object (i.e.,
vehicle) in two consecutive images.
Figure 3.5: Images showing the marked change in appearance of two
related objects of interest (a towing vehicle and a trailered boat) in two
consecutive images.
3.7 Handling Appearance Changes of Object
When tracking objects in a video, the appearance of and object changes
because of environmental illumination variation, shape deformation,
camera motion and partial occlusion. These factors can lead to degra-
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dations and even failures in moving object detection and tracking.
Figure 3.5 shows an example of changes in the appearance of an ob-
ject across two consecutive images. Variations in object appearance
are more abrupt when LFR videos are used, e.g., 1-fpm videos. In
these circumstances it is much harder to distinguish and trace objects
because of the large time interval between two consecutive images
The method used in this study to overcome abrupt changes in the
appearance of an object is to track a towing vehicle and trailered boat
as a combination rather than individually. The appearance of either of
these objects may change dramatically over the one-minute interval
between two frames and the spatial configuration of the boat-vehicle
connection may also change. Thus, the behavior of boat-vehicle combo
is more traceable than that of any single object. The method used to
model these combo objects is described in Chapter 6.
3.8 Coping with Short Lifespan of Target
The lifespan of an object of interest is counted in a video as the number
of consecutive frames containing the same object. The lifespan of an
object in LFR 1-fpm videos is normally very short. At this rate, the av-
erage target lifespan is only 3-5 frames, and objects can move abruptly
from one image to another and exit/enter the scene frequently.
The short lifespan of a target under the LFR conditions makes con-
ventional tracking algorithms unreliable, since they use the temporal
relationships between only the latest two frames. The new method
presented in Chapter 6 makes use of temporal relationships through-
out the target lifespan, to provide more robust tracking of objects in
LFR videos.
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3.9 Tracking Moving Object
One of the main objectives of computer vision is to develop algorithms
capable of simulating the basic functions of human vision, such as mo-
tion perception and scene interpretation. A large body of research has
been conducted on visual object tracking to achieve the goal of intel-
ligent motion perception. Object tracking is currently one of the most
challenging and important areas of computer vision research. These
techniques have a large variety of real-world applications, such as hu-
man computer interactions, visual surveillance, traffic flow monitor-
ing, and video compression.
Visual object tracking can be defined as the issue of computing the
trajectory of an object in the image plane when it moves around a
scene (Yilmaz et al., 2006). Object tracking is a method of following an
object through consecutive images to decide how it is moving relative
to other objects. Consistent labels are assigned to the tracked objects
in subsequent video images. According to the domain for tracking, a
tracking algorithm can also supply object related knowledge, such as
its shape, size, and area.
In this work, I attempt to automatically track a variable number of
trailer boats in LFR videos of 1-fpm. Object tracking in this scenario
is highly challenging, since there are many sources of uncertainty for
object localization, such as abrupt motion, appearance discontinuity,
the short lifespan of targets, dynamic backgrounds, and clutter.
Conventional tracking algorithms struggle to solve the problem of
tracking object in the LFR environment of 1-fpm, since they are typ-
ically designed to track objects in higher frequency videos above 20
frames per second (fps), where motion trajectories are far smoother
because the incremental motion per frame is far less. The LFR track-
ing algorithms developed so far do not perform satisfactorily and ex-
isting methods cannot be applied directly to our work, because they
have been developed to interpret image data collected at rates rang-
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ing from 1 to 10 fps. The unpredictability of objects seen in LFR 1-fpm
videos, coupled with the extremely dynamic background in this con-
text requires more robust object tracking algorithms. A new algorithm
for tracking trailered under LFR conditions is therefore proposed in
Chapter 6.
3.10 Boat Counting Offline and Real time
For the purpose of monitoring trends in recreational fishing effort, the
ultimate goal of the designed computer vision system is to identify
and count any trailer boats passing across ramps. In our design, trail-
ered boat identification and counting can be done in two ways, online
and offline.
With an offline system, the identification and counting of trailer
boat is done for historical video sequences digitized and stored on
disk. This allows a retrospective reading of data collected but not read
to date.
With an online system, images are captured by camera installed on
the site of a boat ramp and the system identifies and classifies the boat
directly from that video data as it is collected. In practice, it is chal-
lenging to provide robust real time video surveillance systems, which
are easy to use and consist of inexpensive commercial off-the-shelf
hardware. Also, to satisfy strict response time requirements, there is
a need to limit the complexity of the system, to optimize function al-
gorithms, to improve computational efficiency and to reduce memory
requirements.
3.11 Conclusion
In this chapter, I introduce in general the computer boat counting sys-
tem, with an emphasis on discovering solutions to modeling maritime
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boat ramp background and tracking objects of interest in LFR videos.
The proposed design focuses on the modeling the of dynamic back-
ground at the interface between the land and the sea, because the com-
position of these scenes at a boat ramp changes substantially as tidal
heights, levels of illumination, and reflectance vary throughout the
day, and throughout the year. The interpretation of these background
dynamics is challenging, and existing methods struggle to generate
accurate backgrounds in this context. Chapter 5 will focus on the de-
sign of such a background modeling algorithm.
Another technical focus of this study is the development of meth-
ods to track objects in LFR videos. There are many sources of uncer-
tainty associated with object localization in LFR videos, such as abrupt
changes in motion, appearance discontinuity, the short lifespan of tar-
gets, dynamic background, and clutter. Existing methods struggle to
accurately track objects whose appearance and motion change un-
predictably because of minute-by-minute discontinuity. New object
tracking algorithms should therefore be investigated to deal with the
challenges. Chapter 6 will address the development of a new algo-
rithm for visual object tracking in 1-fpm videos.
Chapter 4
Background
This chapter reviews existing methods for background modeling and
tracking moving objects. These methods are unsuited to the situation
considered in this study, and their limitations in this context are also
discussed. Further details and formulations for some state-of-the-art
methods are given, as results provided by these methods are com-
pared with those generated from the methods developed as part of
this study, in Chapters 5 and 6.
4.1 Overview of Background Modeling Algo-
rithms
4.1.1 Traditional Background Modeling Algorithms
The approaches to traditional background modeling can be broadly
separated into two categories: namely non-recursive and recursive
methods (S. Cheung & Kamath, 2004). Non-recursive models use a
sliding-window strategy that relies on a buffer of recent images to
estimate the background model, which is not influenced by images
taken outside of the window period; whereas recursive methods do
not maintain a buffer for background estimation. The second class of
models recursively update a background model based on the current
image, and hence images from distant past could have influence on
the current background model.
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Recursive Methods
Amongst recursive methods, a variety of Kalman filter based meth-
ods have been developed for background modeling. The major dif-
ferences between these methods are the state spaces used for track-
ing. The simplest state tracking method only considers luminance in-
tensity (Wren, Azabayejani, Darrel, & Pentland, July 1997), whereas
Koller et al. employed luminance intensity and its spatial derivative
in (Koller, Weber, & Malik, Oct 1993) for background modeling. Fried-
man et al. (Friedman & Russell, 1997) proposed first the Mixture of
Gaussian (MoG) approach, in which multiple Gaussian distributions
are taken into account simultaneously by a Kalman filter. Based on
this work, Gupte et al. (Gupte, Masoud, Martin, & Papanikolopou-
los, 2002) developed a self-adaptive background subtraction method
for segmentation; and Porikli et al. (Porikli & Tuzel, 2005a) revised
the MoG to deal with dynamic scenarios, in which a set of layers of 3-
D multivariate Gaussian distributions are employed to describe each
background pixel. A method of using a simple recursive filter (i.e.,
non-Kalman filter based method) to estimate the median for back-
ground modeling was introduced in (McFarlane & Schofield, 1995).
Based on this work, Remagnino et al. (Remagnino, 1997) proposed
a new pixel level tracking method, in which the running estimate of
the median is increased by one if the input pixel is bigger than the
estimation, and decreased by one if smaller. An alternative recursive
method is online Expectation Maximization (EM) proposed by Stauf-
fer and Grimson (Stauffer & Grimson, 1999, 2000). KaewTraKulPong
et al. (KaewTraKulPong & Bowden, 2002) improved the efficiency of
the algorithm by using different update equations at different phases.
Later, inspired by (KaewTraKulPong & Bowden, 2002), Godbehere et
al. (Godbehere, Matsukawa, & Goldberg, 2012) combined statistical
background image estimation and per-pixel Bayesian segmentation.
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Non-recursive Methods
In this category, simply use the t− 1th frame for building background
model at time t, frame differencing is a fast speed background model
suitable for stable environment monitoring (Park, Lee, & Park, 2007;
Nguyen & Le, 2008). This narrow window approach does not, how-
ever, properly account for changes in levels of illumination, noise or
periodic movements in the background.
Median filter is also commonly used in simple background model
(Cucchiara, Piccardi, & Prati, Oct 2003), in which the background es-
timation is defined for each pixel as the median of all the images in
the buffer. There are many other general methods proposed for back-
ground modeling. For example, Elgamma et al. (Elgammal, Har-
wood, & Davis, Sept 1999) proposed a non-parametric model for back-
ground modeling on the entire history images; Cheung and Kamath
(S.-C. S. Cheung & Kamath, 2005) developed a linear predictive filter
on the pixels in the buffer to calculate the current background model;
and Mitta et al. (Mittal & Paragios, 2004) built background pixel den-
sity functions in a higher dimensional space combining intensity with
optical flow. However, most of these methods have been originally
designed to interpret relatively static scenes on land, and relatively
few studies have considered background modeling in more dynamic
water settings.
4.1.2 Water Background Modeling Algorithms
Some studies have attempted to model backgrounds in wave cluttered
environments. Zhong et al. (Zhong & Sclaroff, 2003) developed an
Autoregressive Moving Average Model (ARMA) to explicitly model
cluttered textured background. Spencer et al. (Spencer & Shah, 2004)
modeled waves on water by employing Fourier transforms of each
individual image, to search energy at a variety of spatial frequencies.
Ablavsky et al. (Ablavsky, 2003) addressed the background variation
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due to wave clutter of water by a framework integrating the output
of a statistical background model with localized optical flow analy-
sis. Nuno et al (Nuno, Nuno, Jorge, Adriano, & Jose, 2009) devel-
oped a method of dealing with image segmentation of objects with
a background of random noise generated by water oscillation. In
(Chan & Weed, 2012), Chan et al. proposed a dynamic texture-based
background model for learning the spatial-temporal dynamics of sea
clutter in maritime environment. Also in (Bechar, Lelore, Bouchara,
Guis, & Grimaldi, 2014), Bechar et al. studied maritime target recogni-
tion from dynamic background by object segmentation in a pixelwise
rigidity criterion.
Another water based application of background modeling is that
of Eng et al. (H. Eng, Wang, Kam, & Yau, 2004; H.-L. Eng, Wang, Wah,
& Yau, 2006) who considered outdoor swimming pool surveillance,
and modeled the background as regions of dynamic homogeneous
processes, and developed a spatial-temporal filtering scheme to en-
hance the detection of swimmers who were partially hidden by reflec-
tions of artificial lighting. Bloisi et al. conducted boat traffic monitor-
ing of a Venetian water channel (Bloisi & Iocchi, 2009; Bloisi, Pennisi,
& Iocchi, 2014). In this study, Automatic Remote Grand Canal Obser-
vation System (ARGOS), a video surveillance system was developed,
that used a Gaussian mixture model based mean-filter method inte-
grated with an approximated real-time clustering mechanism. AR-
GOS was able to provide a reliable background model of the water
channel and to trace the vessels navigating the water channel with
high accuracy in online applications. For specifically dealing with
water background, they later proposed an Independent Multi-modal
Background Subtraction (IMBS) approach (Bloisi et al., 2014), which
used a real-time clustering method to catch the multi-modal nature of
the background as well as a model updating mechanism to identify
variations in background geometry. The algorithm was successfully
demonstrated, and currently provides the basis of a real boat traffic
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surveillance system in Venice.
4.2 Focus on State-of-the-Art Background Mod-
eling Algorithms used for Comparison
Details are now given of the state-of-the-art background modeling
methods that were mentioned in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, and that will
be employed for the comparisons of performance evaluation in Chap-
ter 5.
4.2.1 Self-adaptive Background Modeling
Gupte et al. (Gupte et al., 2002) proposed a Self-Adaptive Background
Subtraction method (SABS) for object detection. This approach is sim-
ilar to the algorithm presented in (Friedman & Russell, 1997), but they
adopted a more robust and much simpler strategy for background
updating. Moreover, no manual initialization is needed with this ap-
proach, as SABS can automatically obtain the background from an im-
age series. Their approach involves three main processes:
• Object segmentation;
• Updating background;
• Automatically extracting background.
Object segmentation
Segmentation is the first step when detecting vehicles, as it attempts
to separate the vehicles from the background. For each current input
frame, the difference frame is generated by computing the difference
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between the current background and the current image. A binary ob-
ject mask is generated by thresholding the difference image. The ob-
ject mask is a binary image, where pixels that denote background have
the value of 0, and other pixels are set up to 1.
Updating background
The basic idea of (Gupte et al., 2002) is to revise the background im-
age which is deducted from the present frame so that it looks simi-
lar to the background in the present image. A weighted average of
the current image and the current background is exploited to modify
the background. The pixels should be categorized as background and
foreground pixels before the update, since foreground objects may be
included in the present frame. Only the background pixels from the
present image can be employed to update the current background,
otherwise, the foreground pixels would contaminate the background
image.
The background pixels are recognized from the foreground pixels
using the binary object mask, which is applied as a gating function
that determines which frame to sample when modifying the back-
ground. In the positions in which the mask value is 1 (corresponding
to the foreground pixels), the present background is sampled. Oth-
erwise, the present image is sampled. The result of this is what we
call the instantaneous background. Figure 4.1 illustrates the operation
described above.
The weighted average of the current and the instantaneous back-
ground is adopted to update the current background
CB = αIB + (1− α)CB. (4.1)
The update speed of background is influenced by the weights spec-
ified to the instantaneous and current background. It should be large
enough so that illumination changes are processed quickly, but small
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Figure 4.1: Calculation of the instantaneous background. The figure is
reproduced from (Gupte et al., 2002).
enough so that momentary changes cannot stay for a long time. The
weight α is obtained by experiments. In (Gupte et al., 2002), α is set to
0.1 since this value provides the best trade-off for their application in
terms of updating speed and insensitivity to momentary variations.
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Automatically extracting background
An approach which is able to automatically extract the background
from an image series is very useful, as it might be impossible to gain
a background image in video of highway traffic. The background is
assumed to be stationary and any object which has remarkable move-
ment is identified as the foreground. The proposed approach is per-
formed on image sequences and it can be used to gradually establish
the background image over time.
The aforementioned background updating method is conducted
at periodic updating intervals. To obtain the background, a binary
motion mask is calculated by deducting frames from two consecutive
updating intervals. Any pixels which have motion between the up-
dating intervals are determined as the foreground. The binary object
masks obtained from updating interval i(OMi) and updating interval
i − 1(OMi−1) are employed to calculate the motion mask for frame
i(MMi),
MMi =∼ OMi−1 & OMi. (4.2)
The instantaneous background as described above is estimated by
this motion mask, i.e. a gating function. The present background
can become similar to the background in the present frame over a se-
quence of images.
However, the SABS algorithm of Gupte et al. (Gupte et al., 2002) is
not appropriate when modeling the background of dynamic land and
water composition scene, as it was initially designed for detecting ve-
hicles in a terrestrial situation, such as on a highway. Our experiments
in Chapter 5 will demonstrate that, for maritime boat ramps, this al-
gorithm struggles to generate an accurate background when there are
dynamic changes in luminance caused by image noise, water surface
reflectance, at sunrise and at sunset, and given the state of the tide.
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4.2.2 Improved Adaptive Background Mixture Model
KaewTraKulPong et al. proposed an improved adaptive background
mixture model (KaewTraKulPong & Bowden, 2002) which is based on
(Stauffer & Grimson, 1999, 2000). In (Stauffer & Grimson, 1999, 2000),
Stauffer et al. considered modeling each pixel as a mixture of Gaus-
sians and employed an real-time approximation to update the back-
ground model. However, this algorithm is limited by slow learning at
the beginning, especially in busy environments. To improve this back-
ground model, KaewTraKulPong et al. made use of different update
equations at different phases. This makes their system learn faster and
more accurately as well as adapt efficiently to varying environment.
Adaptive Gaussian Mixture Model
Stauffer et al. (Stauffer & Grimson, 1999, 2000) used K mixed Gaus-
sian distributions to model each background pixel. Different colours
are described by different Gaussians. The weighted parameters of the
mixture refer to the proportion of time that each colour appears in a
scene. The colours which are more stationary and stay longer are iden-
tified as the probable background colours. Due to diverse reflecting
surfaces during the motion, moving objects with single colour trend
to construct wider clusters in the colour space, whereas static colours
establish tight clusters. The estimate of this is called the fitness value.
An updating strategy based on selective updating is adopted to make
the model adapt to changes in levels of luminance and run in real-
time. According to the order of fitness, every new pixel is compared
against existing model elements. The first matched model element
will be modified. A new Gaussian component will be produced with
the mean at that point as well as a small weighting parameter and a
large covariance matrix, if no match is found.
Every pixel in the frame is simulated by K mixed Gaussian distri-
butions, the likelihood that one pixel has a value of XN at time N can
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be given by
p(XN) =
K∑
j=1
wjη(XN ; θj), (4.3)
where wk refers to the weighted parameter of the kth Gaussian compo-
nent. The Normal distribution of kth component, η(X; θk), is defined
as
η(X; θk) = η(X;µk,
∑
k) =
1
|2pi∑k| 12 e−
1
2
(X−µk)T
∑−1
k
(X−µk), (4.4)
where
∑
k = σ
2
kI represents the covariance of the k
th component, and
µk denotes the mean.
According to the fitness value wk/σk, the K distributions are or-
dered. Stauffer et al. (Stauffer & Grimson, 1999, 2000) made the use of
the first B distributions to model the background of the image. B can
be calculated as
B = argmin
b
(
b∑
j=1
wj > T
)
. (4.5)
T is the threshold of the minimum prior likelihood that the back-
ground occurs in the image. Every pixel that is more than 2.5 standard
deviations away from any of the B distributions should be identified
as a foreground pixel. The Gaussian component which is the first one
matching the testing data is revised using the following updating for-
mulations,
wˆN+1k = (1− a)wˆNk + apˆ(wk|XN+1), (4.6)
µˆN+1k = (1− p)µˆNk + pXN+1, (4.7)
∑ˆN+1
k
= (1− p)∑ˆN
k
+ p(XN+1 − µˆN+1k )(XN+1 − µˆN+1k )T , (4.8)
p = aη(XN+1; µˆ
N
k ,
∑ˆN
k
), (4.9)
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pˆ(wk|XN+1) =
{
1 if wk is the first matching Gaussian component ,
0 otherwise
(4.10)
where 1/a specifies the time constant which is used to recognize change,
and wk denotes the kth Gaussian component.
The least probable component is selected to be substituted by a dis-
tribution with the current value as its mean, an initially large variance
and a small weighted parameter, if the pixel value cannot be matched
with any of the K distributions.
T and a are two parameters which are required to be tuned for
the system, and their robustness is explained in (Stauffer & Grimson,
1999, 2000). However, KaewTraKulPong et al. (KaewTraKulPong &
Bowden, 2002) discovered the deficiencies of the works of (Stauffer &
Grimson, 1999, 2000). When the first value of a certain pixel belongs
to moving object, there is only one Gaussian in which its weight is
equal to unity. It would employ log(1−a)(T ) images until the real back-
ground can be recognized as a background and log(1−a)(0.5) images
until it can be considered as the dominant background component.
For instance, if we suppose that at least 60% of the time the back-
ground appears and a is set to 0.002 (500 recent images), it will employ
255 and 346 images for the component to be contained as element of
the background and the dominant background component, respec-
tively. In busy environments, it is difficult to acquire a clean back-
ground, the situation would become much worse. KaewTraKulPong
et al. (KaewTraKulPong & Bowden, 2002) proposed a solution to this
problem which will be introduced in the next section. Moreover, due
to the likelihood factor, p becomes too small which would result in
slow adaptations to covariance matrices and means. As a result, the
tracker may lose objects within a couple of seconds after initialisa-
tion. The solution to this issue proposed by KaewTraKulPong et al.
(KaewTraKulPong & Bowden, 2002) is to simply take away the prob-
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ablity term from p.
Online EM Algorithms
In the beginning, KaewTraKulPong et al. (KaewTraKulPong & Bow-
den, 2002) used expected sufficient statistics update equations to sim-
ulate the Gaussian mixture model. After the first L instances are col-
lected, they exploited L-recent window version to calculate the Gaus-
sian mixture model. The expected sufficient statistics updating equa-
tions could offer an accurate estimate at the beginning, which would
improve the accuracy of the tracking algorithm by rapid convergence
on a stable background model. The priority is assigned to recent
data by the L-recent window update equations, this would make the
tracker robust to changes in the scene.
The real-time Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithms by ex-
pected sufficient statistics are presented in the left side of the equation
while the by L-recent window version in the right side,
wˆN+1k = wˆ
N
k +
1
N + 1
(pˆ(wk|XN+1)− wˆNk ), (4.11)
µˆN+1k = µˆ
N
k +
pˆ(wk|XN+1)∑N+1
i=1 pˆ(wk|Xi)
(XN+1 − µˆNk ), (4.12)
∑ˆN+1
k
=
∑ˆN
k
+
pˆ(wk|XN+1)∑N+1
i=1 pˆ(wk|Xi)
(
(XN+1 − µˆNk )(XN+1 − µˆNk )T −
∑ˆN
k
)
,
(4.13)
wˆN+1k = wˆ
N
k +
1
L
(
pˆ(wk|XN+1)− wˆNk
)
, (4.14)
µˆN+1k = µˆ
N
k +
1
L
(
pˆ(wk|XN+1)XN+1
wˆN+1k
− µˆNk
)
, (4.15)
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∑ˆN+1
k
=
∑ˆN
k
+
1
L
(
pˆ(wk|XN+1)(XN+1 − µˆNk )(XN+1 − µˆNk )T
wˆN+1k
−
∑ˆN
k
)
.
(4.16)
Note that KaewTraKulPong et al. (KaewTraKulPong & Bowden,
2002) made the use of different update equations at different phases to
improve the background model produced by Stauffer et al. (Stauffer &
Grimson, 1999, 2000). Their experiments suggest that this makes their
system learn faster and more accurately than (Stauffer & Grimson,
1999, 2000). However, the experiments described in Chapter 5 will
demonstrate that, the algorithm of KaewTraKulPong et al. (KaewTraKulPong
& Bowden, 2002) struggles to cope with the problem of detecting mov-
ing objects in scenes of maritime boat ramps.
4.2.3 Statistical Background Image Estimation
Godbehere et al. (Godbehere et al., 2012) proposed a probabilistic
foreground segmentation method, which can recognize probable fore-
ground objects utilizing Bayesian inference with an inferred foreground
model and an estimated time-changing background model. The back-
ground model is made up of nonparametric distributions on RGB
colour space for every pixel in the frame. To handle illumination
changes, newer observations are more highly weighted than old ob-
servations.
Quantization
Hˆij(k) is a histogram on RGB colour-space which is constructed for
each pixel. Hˆij(k) is assumed to be sparse, the number of shown
colours is therefore limited to a parameter Fmax of the system. How-
ever, the electronic noise of camera propagates the assistance of the
latent distribution and threatens the sparsity assumption. The colour
space is quantized to mitigate this effect. Given parameter q < 256,
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Godbehere et al. (Godbehere et al., 2012) conducted a linear quantiza-
tion and represented Iij(k) ∈ C as a vector, Iˆij(k) =
⌊
q
256
Iij(k)
⌋
. The
floor operation represents the typecast to integer in software in every
colour channel, which can vary the colour-space C by changing q.
Histogram Initialization
The first T images of a video are used as training data to initialize
every pixel’s background model, i.e. estimated probability mass func-
tion. It is formulated as a vector in Rq3 , in which every axis denotes a
unique colour. L : C → F ⊂ Rq3 , a lifting operation, is defined by pro-
ducing a unit vector on the axis associated with the input colour. The
feature set F denotes all unit vectors in Rq3 . Let fij(k) = L(Iˆij(k)) ∈ F
be a feature noticed at time k. The Ftot ≤ Fmax most recently observed
features are chosen from the T observed features. Let I ⊂ {1, 2, ...T},
where |I| = Ftot, be the associating time index set. If T > Fmax, it is
probable that Ftot exceeds the limit Fmax. In this case, the oldest ob-
servations are discarded to make Ftot smaller than Fmax. The initial
histogram is given as
Hˆij(T ) =
1
Ftot
∑
r∈I fij(r). (4.17)
Bayesian Inference
Godbehere et al. (Godbehere et al., 2012) employed Bayes’ rule to
compute the probability of a pixel, which is categorized as foreground
(F) or background (B) given the observed feature, fij(k). Let p(B|f)
denote the likelihood that a pixel (i,j) is identified as background at
time k given feature fij(k). By the law of total probability and Bayes’
rule, p(B|f) is given as
p(B|f) = p(f |B)p(B)
p(f |B)p(B) + p(f |F )p(F ) . (4.18)
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Godbehere et al. (Godbehere et al., 2012) computed p(f |B) = fij(k)T Hˆij(k).
p(F ) refers to the prior likelihood that a pixel is foreground, and is a
design parameter which has influence on the sensitivity of the seg-
mentation method. There are only two categories, so p(B) = 1− p(F ).
Let p(f |F ) = 1−p(f |B), if p(f |B) = 1, then the pixel is certainly classi-
fied as background, and if p(f |B) = 0, the pixel is certainly recognized
as foreground. After computing posterior probability for each pixel,
the posterior image is P (k) ∈ [0, 1]w×h where Pij(k) = p(F |fij(k)) =
1− p(B|fij(k)).
Filtering and Connected Components
Some filtering operations are conducted on the posterior image P (k)
to provide a binary image for input to the connected components algo-
rithm. A morphological open followed by a morphological close are
implemented on the posterior image with a circular kernel of radius
r, which is a design parameter. The morphological open can smooth
out anomalies by reducing the estimated probability of pixels which
are not surrounded by region of high-probability pixels. The morpho-
logical close operation is able to raise the possibility of pixels that are
close to regions of high-possibility pixels. A revised probability image
P˘ (k) is generated by these two filters.
A binary image P(k) is formed by performing a threshold with
level γ ∈ (0, 1) to ˘P (k). This threshold is used as a decision rule
Pij(k) =
{
1 if P˘ (k) ≥ γ ,
0 otherwise
(4.19)
where 0 refers to the background and 1 to the foreground. Then, mor-
phological open and close operations are conducted on Pij(k).
Godbehere et al. (Godbehere et al., 2012) used the connected com-
ponents algorithm to identify 8-connected regions of pixels labeled as
foreground on the resulting image. OpenCV’s findContours() func-
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tion (OpenCV, 2005) is employed for this computation, which can pro-
vide contours of connected components as well as a set of bounding
boxes around them, denoted M(k). These bounding boxes are de-
scribed as vectors: for m ∈ M(k),m ∈ R4 with axes denoting the x, y
coordinates of the center, along with the height and width of the box.
Updating the Histogram
The set of detected foreground objects is used as the input of the track-
ing algorithm, which outputs Zˆ(k), the set of pixels identified as fore-
ground. Feature fij(k) is employed to update the histogram. The his-
togram Hij(k) is not modified if it belongs to a foreground pixel: if
(i, j) ∈ Zˆ(k), then Hij(k + 1) = Hij(k).
Otherwise, let S be the support of the histogram Hij(k), or the set
of non-zero bins: S = {x ∈ F : xTHij(k) 6= 0} ⊂ F , and |S| ≤ Fmax.
A feature must be eliminated from the histogram before updating to
hold the sparsity constraint, if there are too many features in the his-
togram (|S| = Fmax) and feature fij(k) has no weight in the histogram,
i.e. (fij(k)THij(k) = 0). The feature with minimum weight (one ar-
bitrarily chosen in event of a tie) is taken away and the histogram
is re-normalized. Choosing the minimum: f ∈ argminx∈SxTHij(k).
Eliminating f and re-normalizing the histogram
Hij(k) = (Hij(k)− (fTHij(k))f)/(1− fTHij(k)). (4.20)
The histogram is revised with the new feature
Hij(k + 1) = (1− α)Hij(k) + αfij(k). (4.21)
The parameter α influences the updating rate of the histogram. Let
f ∈ F with weight ω be a particular feature last observed τ frames in
the past, it will have weight ω(1 − α)τ . The past observations are for-
gotten more quickly when α becomes bigger. Note that this is helpful
for scenes in which the background may vary slowly.
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It is worth noting that the method proposed by Godbehere et al.
(Godbehere et al., 2012) was developed for detecting human visitors
under variable-lighting conditions for a responsive audio art installa-
tion, this makes their method limited to simple situations. The experi-
ments described in Chapter 5 will reveal that method does not provide
a reliable means of detecting moving objects in scenes with extremely
dynamic background such as that considered in this study.
4.2.4 Independent Multimodal Background Modeling
Bloisi et al. (Bloisi et al., 2014) proposed a multi-stage, non-recursive,
non-predictive and real-time background modeling method, which
is called Independent Multi-modal Background Subtraction (IMBS).
IMBS was specifically developed for dealing with water background
settings, in which an on-line clustering algorithm is exploited to get
the multi-modal nature of the background without maintaining a buffer
with the previous frames, and a model update mechanism is adopted
to identify changes in the background geometry. IMBS is currently ap-
plied in a real video surveillance system for the control of naval traffic
in Venice.
Background Creation
Two core procedures, BG-Initialization and FG-Computation, are in-
troduced in this section. The procedure BG-Initialization is designed
for generating the background model, while FG-Computation is ex-
ploited to produce the binary foreground image Fmask.
To obtain a high computational speed, a background model is es-
timated through a per-pixel, real-time statistical analysis of N images.
A scene sample Sk, 1 ≤ k ≤ N , can be used to represent a current
image I , according to the sampling period P . Let I(t) denote the
W × H input image at time t, and Fmask(t) be the associated fore-
ground mask.
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A matrix with H rows and W columns can be employed to de-
scribe the background model B. Every element B(i, j) of the matrix
consists of a group of couples 〈c, f(c)〉, where c refers to a value in
a certain colour space, and f(c) → [1, N ] represent a function return-
ing the number of pixels associated with the colour component values
specified by c. Every pixel is estimated by combining all the colour
channels in a single element, this would exploit the statistical correla-
tion between the colour channels, instead of dealing with each chan-
nel individually.
According to a threshold value A, every pixel in a scene sample
Sk is related with an element of B. After the last sample SN has been
handled, if a couple T has a number f(c) of corresponding samples
greater or equal to a threshold value D, i.e. T := 〈c, f(c) ≥ D〉, then its
colour value c is recognized as a significant background value. For
each element of B, up to bN/Dc couples are processed simultane-
ously, this enables a multi-modal probability distribution to be ap-
proximated. The flexible number of couples for each pixel can simu-
late non-regular patterns that do not match with any predefined distri-
bution. The discretization of the unknown background distribution is
achieved when every background pixel is taken into account as com-
posed by a changing number of couples 〈c, f(c)〉, without making the
found values fit in a predefined distribution.
A thresholding mechanism is adopted for the calculation of Fmask.
A group of couples rather than a single background value helps to
make IMBS robust in terms of the option of the parameter A, as a
group of contiguous couples will estimate a pixel with a variation in
the colour values more than A.
It takes a time R = NP for IMBS to generate the first background
model. According to the same refresh time R, each new background
model is produced consecutively, which is separate from the previous
one. Such independence of every background model makes IMBS ro-
bust to fast varying environments without error propagation. There is
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no requirement for IMBS to store the N scene samples due to the real-
time model generation mechanism. The sudden illumination changes
are handled by an Illumination Controller. To increase the production
speed of a new background model, P and N are decreased if the pro-
portion of foreground pixels in Fmask is over a specified threshold
(e.g., 50 %). The computational burden can be distributed over the
time segment P until the appearance of the next background sample,
this further speeds up the algorithm.
Model Update
Two strategies to update the background model were proposed in
(Elgammal, Harwood, & Davis, 2000). With the blind update strat-
egy, all pixels in the background model are modified, while in selec-
tive update strategy only pixels identified as the background are up-
dated. As foreground knowledge is not included to the background
model, the selective update improves the recognition of objects and
can deal with ghost observations. However, any false pixel catego-
rization would cause a persistent mistake in selective updating, be-
cause the background model would never adapt to it. Although blind
update does not suffer from this problem, it has the drawback that
values belonging to the foreground are added to the model.
Bloisi et al. (Bloisi et al., 2014) considered a different solution which
attempted to solve the problems of blind and selective updating. If
Fmask(i, j) = 1 and Sk(i, j) is related to a couple T in the background
model under construction, then T is classified as a foreground couple.
I(i, j) is labelled as a potential foreground pixel during the calculation
of foreground, if it is related to a foreground couple. Such a solution
allows the recognition of areas of the scene containing motionless fore-
ground objects, where an object that stays in the same location over
several consecutive images is classified as a potential foreground. Ac-
cording to a persistence map, the algorithm decides whether or not
to include potential foreground pixels as part of the background. If
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a position is labelled as potential foreground continuously for a time
interval longer than a specified value (e.g., R/3), then it belongs to
part of the background model. Moreover, the labelling procedure can
offer additional knowledge to higher level modules to decrease ghost
observations.
Note that the IBMS method proposed by Bloisi et al. (Bloisi et al.,
2014) is specifically designed to cope with water background, as the
results of their experiments indicate better performance than other
conventional background modeling algorithms. However, the experi-
ments in Chapter 5 will show that the approach of Bloisi et al. (Bloisi et
al., 2014) is not competent to detect moving objects seen in this studies
scenario, where there is also a dynamic land and water composition
scene.
4.3 Overview of Object Tracking Methods
4.3.1 Conventional Tracking Methods
Conventional moving object tracking methods can be classified into
two categories: deterministic and stochastic methods (Zhai, Yeary,
Cheng, & Kehtarnavaz, 2009). Deterministic methods consider the
object tracking problem as an optimization problem, in which a cost
function is defined based on the features extracted from the image
data, while stochastic methods employ state-space models to describe
targets, where the object tracking problem is formulated as a state-
estimation problem.
Deterministic Methods
Kernel-based mean shift trackers play an important role in this cate-
gory, due to their speed, simplicity and computational efficiency. Co-
maniciu et al. proposed a mean shift tracking algorithm (Comaniciu,
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Ramesh, & Meer, 2000, 2003). They used spatial masking with an
isotropic kernel to regularize the feature histograms based target rep-
resentations. The target template is obtained by detection and a cost
function is defined to formulate the similarity between target template
and candidate. The target is localized by maximizing the cost func-
tion.
A variety of mean shift based methods have been developed for
object tracking. In (Xue, Zhu, & Che, 2008), Xue et al. adopted a
voting strategy to choose the discriminative features to improve the
performance of the traditional mean shift algorithm. Yang et al. (Yang
et al., 2009) proposed a layered object tracking method, which is based
on mean shift and feature matching, for forward-looking infrared im-
agery. Chen et al. (Chen, Cai, & Dong, 2009) developed an approach
based on object center location and a normalized moment of inertia
feature, in which the bandwidth of tracking can be adjusted accord-
ing to the change of object size.
In (Wang, Yan, Wu, & Pan, 2013), Wang et al. employed the local-
background-weighted histogram and a forward-backward mean-shift
algorithm to deal with variations in target-appearance and occlusion.
Shen et al. generalized the plain kernel-based mean shift trackers in
(Shen, Kim, & Wang, 2010). They trained an object representation
model from huge data and considered tracking as a binary classifica-
tion problem. An optimal colour-based mean-shift approach to track-
ing moving objects was proposed by An et al. in (An, Kim, & Han,
2014). Beyan et al. (Beyan & Temizel, 2012) developed a multi-object
tracker based on mean-shift, where a mixture of Gaussian is employed
to extract objects. The search area as well as the number of iterations
to converge for localization of object is decreased by a kernel mask.
Stochastic Methods
Early research on stochastic object tracking methods focused on the
Kalman filter and its variants. These methods take the Gaussian as-
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sumption, and they are limited to linear or Gaussian systems and sin-
gle modal probability distribution. In (Spors & Rabenstein, 2001), a
linear Kalman filter was used to track the derived face position. Koller
et al. (Koller, Weber, & Malik, 1994) employed linear Kalman filters
based on an affine motion model to estimate motion and contour. In
(Mikic´, Trivedi, Hunter, & Cosman, 2003), an extended Kalman filter
was used as the tracker to estimate model parameters using the la-
beled voxel data. LaViola et al. compared unscented Kalman filtering
with extended Kalman filtering for estimating quaternion motion in
(LaViola, 2003).
Particle filtering has been introduced for target tracking in non-
Gaussian, nonlinear, and multi-modal situations. These approaches
are based on sequential Monte Carlo sampling technique. They use
a set of random samples with corresponding weights to represent the
posterior density function and calculate an estimation based on these
samples and weights (Doucet, Freitas, & Gordon, 2001). In (Zhai et
al., 2006), Zhai et al. incorporated Galerkin projection method into
the particle filtering framework to improve the tracking performance.
Appearance-adaptive models were adopted in particle filters for vi-
sual tracking in (Zhou, Chellappa, & Moghaddam, 2004). Bouaynaya
et al. (Bouaynaya, Wei, & Schonfeld, 2005) designed a motion-based
particle filter for tracking head.
In (Bruno, 2004), Bruno et al. used an auxiliary particle filter to
track an object in infrared videos. A particle filter based on state par-
titioning was developed for object tracking in (Zhai & Yeary, 2008).
Dornaika et al. (Dornaika & Davoine, 2006) proposed a particle filter
based on a statistical facial appearance model for tracking facial ac-
tion. In (Rui & Chen, 2001), an unscented particle filter was employed
to track contour-based human face. Breitenstein et al. (Breitenstein,
Reichlin, Leibe, Koller-Meier, & Van Gool, 2010) proposed an algo-
rithm for multi-person tracking-by-detection in a particle filtering frame-
work. In addition to final high-confidence detections, it can make
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use of the continuous confidence of pedestrian detectors as well as
realtime trained, instance-specific classifiers as a graded observation
model.
All of these conventional tracking approaches are limited by their
requirement for smoothness in motion trajectory, however, and they
are therefore unsuited to the context considered in this study, given
the motion discontinuity caused by the extremely low frame rate at
which images are taken.
4.3.2 Object Tracking in LFR Videos
Most of existing algorithms have been originally designed to deal with
object tracking in normal videos, and relatively few studies have con-
sidered object tracking in low frame rate settings.
Porikli et al. (Porikli & Tuzel, 2005b) extended the standard mean-
shift technique for low-frame-rate applications. Multiple kernels rather
than a single one were employed to center around high motion ar-
eas obtained when detecting changes in image appearance, and two
additional likelihood terms using object templates were adopted to
improve the convergence properties of the mean-shift. Another im-
proved mean-shift tracker was proposed in (Z. Li, Chen, & Schrau-
dolph, 2008), which used a kernel prediction and stochastic meta-
descent optimization method to cope with the kernel position and
scale variation caused by LFR.
Palaniappan et al. (Palaniappan et al., 2010) designed an interac-
tive tracking system for LFR airborne video. A rich set of features
was extracted for vehicle detection by using appearance modeling in
combination with motion prediction and saliency estimation. Exper-
imental results demonstrated that fusing feature likelihood maps im-
proved object detection performance. Wang et al. (Wang & Yung,
2010) considered LFR tracking of humans based on detection. A ro-
bust data association approach was developed to distinguish ambigu-
ous tracklets causing false linking from others. The long-time occlu-
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sion problem was addressed by detecting inter-track relationship, and
conducting track split and merge method according to the occlusion
order and appearance similarity. Lee et al. (Lee, Mallipeddi, & Lee,
2013) designed an algorithm for tracking mutil-vehicle in LFR videos,
in which the probability distribution of target in the next image is es-
timated according to a hypothesis established by a trajectory identifi-
cation model.
A cascade particle filter based algorithm was proposed for LFR
tracking in (Y. Li, Ai, Yamashita, Lao, & Kawade, 2008). This ap-
proach combines conventional tracking with detection, and presents
a temporal probabilistic integration of discriminative observers of dif-
ferent lifespans. An effective fusion and temporal inference is then
conducted by a cascade particle filter which contains multiple stages
of importance sampling. Chuang et al. (Chuang, Hwang, Williams,
& Towler, 2015) developed an object tracking system for low-contrast
and LFR videos. An automatic object segmentation approach was de-
signed to address low-contrast issues. A multi-target tracking method
based on a modified Viterbi data association was proposed to cope
with the frequent entrance/exit of targets and poor motion continuity
in LFR settings.
These methods are unreliable given the unpredictability of object
motion and appearance seen in 1-fpm LFR videos, coupled with the
dynamic land and water composition of boat ramp scenes considered
in this study.
4.4 State-of-the-Art Tracking Methods used for
Comparative Evaluations
I now provide more details on the state-of-the-art object tracking al-
gorithms that were mentioned in Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, and that will
be used for comparative evaluation in Chapter 6.
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4.4.1 Particle Filtering based Conventional Tracking
Breitenstein et al. (Breitenstein et al., 2010) proposed a method for
multi-person tracking-by-detection in a particle filtering framework.
This method combines a generic class-specific object detector and par-
ticle filtering for robust multi-person tracking. The algorithm learns
target-specific classifiers at run-time, and uses these to choose high-
confidence detections and associate them to targets, in an attempt to
avoid false positive detections. The algorithm attempts to cope with
missed detections by using the continuous confidence density output
of detectors and classifiers.
Particle Filtering
Breitenstein et al. (Breitenstein et al., 2010) employed a particle filter to
estimate the distribution of each target state. The stateX = {x, y, u, v}
is made up of the 2D position (x, y) and the velocity part (u, v). The
state transition density is exploited as importance distribution to ap-
proach the probability density function. The importance weight wit for
each particle i at time step t is given as
wit ∝ wit−1 · p(ot|X it), (4.22)
where ot represents a new observation.
Instead of including the size of the target in the state space of the
particles, Breitenstein et al. (Breitenstein et al., 2010) set the target size
to the average of the last four associated detections. To propagate the
particles, they used a constant velocity motion model:
(x, y)t = (x, y)t−1 + (u, v)t−1 · 4t+ ε(x,y), (4.23)
(u, v)t = (u, v)t−1 + ε(u,v). (4.24)
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The process noise ε(x,y), ε(u,v) for each state variable is independently
generated from zero-mean normal distributions. The original vari-
ances σ2(u,v) and σ
2
(x,y) for velocity and position noise are defined pro-
portionally to the size of the target. 4t depends on the frame rate of
the image sequence.
Data Association
The data association method evaluates a matching function S(tr, d) for
each tracker-detection pair (tr, d). The higher the score, the better the
match between tracking target and detection. S(tr, d) uses a classifier
Ctr(d) trained for tr and is defined as
S(tr, d) = g(tr, d) · (ctr(d) + a ·
N∑
p∈tr
pN(d− p)), (4.25)
Where PN(d− p) ∼ N(posd − posp; 0, σ2) is the normal distribution es-
timated for the distance between the position of a particle p and detec-
tion d, g(tr, d) denotes a gating function presented next. The density of
the particle distribution is evaluated by the last term of Equation(4.25),
rewarding associations in which the particles are densely distributed
around the detection.
The distance of a detection to the tracker as well as its location is
important for object tracking. Thus, a gating function g(tr, d) is addi-
tionally used to evaluate each detection, which is defined as the prod-
uct of two elements:
g(tr, d) = p(sized|tr)p(posd|tr)
=
{
pN(
sizetr−sized
sizetr
) · pN(|d− tr|) if |vtr| < τv,
pN(
sizetr−sized
sizetr
) · pN(dist(d, vtr)) otherwise.
(4.26)
The similarity between the bounding box height of target and detec-
tion is assessed by the first normal distribution. The second normal
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distribution attempts to reveal that fast-moving objects cannot vary
their route abruptly due to inertia. As a consequence, the term relies
on the speed of the object. It is overlooked if the speed vtr is under a
threshold τv, and the term is proportional to the distance between the
center of the main mode of tracker tr and detection d.
A boosted classifier ctr of weak learners for each tracking target
against all others is trained to evaluate the similarity of a tracker-
detection pair. A feature calculated for both a positive and a neg-
ative training image is represented by a weak learner. AdaBoost is
employed to choose weak learners for each classifier. During assess-
ment, a k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) classification method is used by a
classifier to calculate the similarity between the input and all its weak
learners.
Observation Model
The likelihood of a particle is evaluated for the calculation of the weight
wtr,p for a particle p of the tracker tr. Different kinds of information,
namely the associated detection d∗, the intermediate output of the de-
tection algorithm, and the output of the classifier ctr are combined to
compute the weight wtr,p,
wtr,p =
β · I(tr) · pN(p− d∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
detection
+
γ · dc(p) · po(tr)︸ ︷︷ ︸
det. confidence
+
η · ctr(p)︸ ︷︷ ︸
classifier
(4.27)
where the parameters β, γ, η are obtained experimentally and keep
fixed during tracking.
The first term calculates the distance between the particle p and the
associated detection d∗, assessed under a normal distribution pN . The
indicator function, I(tr), gives 1 if a detection matches the tracker and
0 otherwise by the data association process. This term robustly guides
the particles when an associated detection is discovered.
The second term computes the detector confidence density dc(p) at
the particle position to assess the intermediate output of the object de-
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tector. To evaluate dc(p) for the Implicit Shape Model (ISM) detector,
Breitenstein et al. made use of a cubic kernel adapted to the target size
and scaled with f = 1− exp(−ρ) to [0,1] to calculate the local density
ρ in the Hough voting space. For the HOG detector, dc(p) is equal to
the raw SVM output before using non-maximum suppression, which
is also scaled to [0,1].
For the third term of Equation(4.27), the classifier ctr trained for
target tr is assessed for the frame patch at the particle location with the
equivalent size. Texture and colour information is used by this term
to evaluate the new particle position and complement the terms from
the detector output. The integration of person-specific information
and generic category knowledge makes this algorithm more robust to
classifier drift.
However, this algorithm is not appropriate for tracking objects in
low frame rate videos, as it assumes a constant velocity motion model
and is also assumes that the target size is the average of the last four
associated detections. My experiments in Chapter 6 will show that,
for LFR videos, this method struggles to locate moving objects when
their appearance, scale and apparent motion changes unpredictably
in LFR videos.
4.4.2 Cascade Particle Filter based LFR Tracking
Li et al. (Y. Li et al., 2008) proposed a cascade particle filter with dis-
criminative observers of different life spans to improve object tracking
in LFR videos. To obtain strong discriminative power yet keeping the
grasp of weak spatial-temporal continuity, they used a set of obser-
vation models (observers) with different life spans, which mean the
learning period and service period of an observer. In organizing these
observers, they proposed a cascade particle filter in the hope of com-
bining the merits of a cascade in detection literature and a standard
particle filter in tracking framework.
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Learning Discriminative Observers
The state of the target object and the observation at time t are rep-
resented as xt and zt, respectively. For face tracking, the state x =
(x, y, s) consists of the position (x, y) and the size component s. An
observer outputs p(z|x) for each input candidate x. The observation
z = (z1, ..., zm) contains m observers, the output of kth observer as
p(zk|x).
The kth observer is defined as
Ok = (Lk, Fk, Sk, τk,on, τk,off , τk,test), (4.28)
where Lk is the learner, Fk is feature pool for learning, Sk is train-
ing sample set, and τk,on, τk,off and τk,test represent online training
complexity, offline training complexity and testing complexity, respec-
tively.
Let Fˆk (⊂ Fk) be the features chosen by Lk and Nk the number of
test samples input to the kth observer. The training time (τk,on + τk,off )
rises with Sk and |Fk|, while the testing time τk,test increases with |Fˆk|.
The total online and offline time complexities are given as
τonline =
m∑
k=1
(τk,on +Nk · τk,test), (4.29)
τoffline =
m∑
k=1
τk,off . (4.30)
In order to balance effectiveness and efficiency, different settings
of features for each observation model should be carefully chosen to
make each learner Lk and feature pool Fk capable yet not overqual-
ified. Figure 4.2 illustrates the feature sets of 3 different observation
models.
Li et al. (Y. Li et al., 2008) adopted a Haar-like feature set, since
the computation of such features is extremely efficient if a pyramid of
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Figure 4.2: Feature set of each observation model. The figure is repro-
duced from (Y.Li et al.,2008).
first- and second-order integral images has already been constructed,
which is relatively time-consuming in an online system. The feature
pool for each observer model is chosen by offline learning.
Observer 1 is an LDA classifier learned on all instances from the
previous image, making use of only five Haar-like features for the
consideration of fast removing of nontarget candidates. Based on the
output of classifier, the observation likelihood can be formulated as a
sigmoid function,
p(z1|x) ∝ 1
1 + exp(−(wTf(x)− η)) , (4.31)
where w is the LDA projection vector, f(x) is the 5D feature vector,
and η represents a classification threshold.
Observer 2 is a strong classifier boosted from a pool of LDA clas-
sifiers. At each frame t, the instances collected from the past five
images are prefiltered by p(z1|x) to generate the training set S2 =
(S2,pos, S2,neg). The learning process is defined as,
• Choosing instances for adding new weak classifiers.
• Adding new weak classifiers by bootstrap.
• Weighting weak classifiers by Discrete AdaBoost (Freund & Schapire,
1996).
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• Removing weak classifiers which are not chosen for a certain
number of images.
The observation likelihood is formulated by a Sigmoid function of
the boosted output as follows,
p(z2|x) ∝ 1
1 + exp
(
−
∑
p apsign(w
T
p fp(x)− ηp)∑
p ap
) , (4.32)
where p is the index of weak classifier, ap denotes the boosted weight,
fp and wp represent the features and corresponding projection vector
learned by LDA, and ηp refers to the threshhold.
Li et al. (Y. Li et al., 2008) used a tree-structured detector similar
to (Huang, Ai, Li, & Lao, 2005) for observer 3. Each tree node repre-
sents a strong classifier boosted from histogram weak classifiers, and
is made up of multiple layers. The observation likelihood is defined
as
p(z3|x) ∝ 1
1 + φhexp(−c) , (4.33)
where c is the confidence, and φh denotes the a priori ratio of negative
samples to positive samples for the hth layer which is achieved during
training stage.
Cascade Particle Filter
To overcome the weakness of a cascade detector and a standard par-
ticle filter while integrating their merits, Li et al. (Y. Li et al., 2008)
combined a set of observers into multiple stages of importance sam-
pling. To simplify notations, they first defined
pi0(xt) = p(xt|Zt−1), (4.34)
pik(xt) = p(zk,t|xt)pik−1(xt), k = 1..m, (4.35)
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pim(xt) = p(xt|Zt−1)
m∏
k=1
p(zk|xt) (4.36)
= p(xt|Zt−1)p(zt|xt) = p(xt|Zt), (4.37)
where pik means the estimation of the posterior distribution of the tar-
get using observers sequentially, and pik(xt) represents the estimation
after using Observer k. pim(xt) refers to the target distribution of in-
terest.
pik(xt) is modeled as weighted particles using pik−1(xt), which is
considered as the proposal distribution of importance sampling. From
previous stages, we have already got a weighted particle set Pk−1,t =
{x(i)k−1,t,w(i)k−1,t}
Nk−1
i=1
∼ pik−1(xt); thus, sampling from this proposal dis-
tribution can be performed by resampling Pk−1,t to gain {x(i)k,t, 1/Nk}
Nk
i=1
.
The weight of x(i)k,t should be updated according to importance sam-
pling,
w
(i)
k,t =
pik(x
(i)
k,t)
pik−1(x
(i)
k,t)
= p(zk,t|x(i)k,t). (4.38)
pik(xt) can be represented by the particle set Pk,t = {x(i)k,t,w(i)k,t}. To
get Pm,t = {x(i)m,t,w(i)m,t} ∼ pim(xt) = p(x|Zt), importance sampling is
conducted repeatedly for m stages.
Note that Li et al. (Y. Li et al., 2008) proposed a cascade particle
filter combining the standard particle filter and cascade detector to
overcome the deficiencies of the standard particle filter under the con-
dition of LFR. Their experiments show better performance than other
conventional tracking methods when the video is down-sampled to 5
frames per second. However, our experiments in Chapter 6 will show
that, the algorithm of Li et al. (Y. Li et al., 2008) struggles to track
moving objects in 1 frame per minute videos.
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4.4.3 Multi-Kernel Mean Shift based LFR Object Track-
ing
Porikli et al. (Porikli & Tuzel, 2005b) proposed an object tracking al-
gorithm for low frame rate applications. They extended the standard
mean shift technique, and adopted multiple kernels centered around
high motion areas achieved by change detection without the limit of a
single kernel.
Multi-Kernel Mean Shift
Remarkable overlap on the target in consecutive images is needed for
a standard mean shift tracking algorithm. However, the target mo-
tion is usually abrupt and unpredictable in low frame rate videos, this
makes single kernel centered at the previous position of the target in-
sufficient. Thus, multiple kernels are introduced and initialized for
high motion areas of the frame, as well as the previous position of the
target. Object template likelihood scores are calculated at converged
points and the location with highest score is selected as the target lo-
cation. The objects are matched with the connected components after
obtaining their position. This matching is conducted based on the
overlap of the object box with connected component pixels.
Object Model
In (Porikli & Tuzel, 2005b), object model is represented as a nonpara-
metric colour template, which is a (W × H) × D matrix containing
colour samples from the object, where W and H denote the width
and height of the template respectively and D is the size of the his-
tory kernel. Let z1 be the evaluated position of the target in current
image. The pixels inside the evaluated target box are represented as
(xi,ui)
N
i=1, where xi refers to the 2D coordinate in the image coordi-
nate system and ui denotes the colour vector. Associated instance
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points in the template are described as (yi,vjk)
M
j=1, where yi refers to
the 2D coordinate in the template coordinate system and vjk denotes
the colour values {vjk}k=1..D.
Suppose that index i in the evaluated target box maps to index j
inside the template. Normally, several pixels in the target box map to
one pixel inside the template, since the target box is much bigger than
the template. During the procedure of tracking, the oldest instance of
each pixel of the template is updated by one associated pixel from the
frame. Template pixels which correspond to background pixels in the
current image are left unchanged.
Mean shift with Background Information
The performance of standard mean shift tracking decreases when colour
information for a tracked object is similar with the background. Porikli
et al. (Porikli & Tuzel, 2005b) considered the use of background infor-
mation to achieve the better tracking performance in such scenario.
Using the nonparametric object template, the kernel weighted colour
histogram of the reference model {qs}s=1..m can be constructed by
qs = Q1
M∑
j=1
D∑
k=1
kN
(∥∥∥∥yjht
∥∥∥∥2
)
δ(mˆ(vjk)− s), (4.39)
where ht is template bandwidth which equals half size of the template
size (both horizontal and vertical), Q1 is the constant term which sat-
isfies that
∑m
s=1 qs = 1, mˆ is a function which can map a colour value
to the corresponding bin in quantized colour space, and kN denotes
the profile of the multivariate normal kernel:
kN(x
∗) = (2pi)−d/2e−
1
2
x∗ , (4.40)
for d dimensional space.
Let p(z) be the colour histogram of candidate centered at location
z and b(z) be the background colour histogram at the same location.
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Bhattacharya coefficient ρ(p(z), q) =
∑m
s=1
√
qsps(z), is used to esti-
mate the similarity between the target histogram and that of the pro-
posed location z in the current image. Combining the background
information, Porikli et al. (Porikli & Tuzel, 2005b) defined the new
similarity function as,
η(z) = αfρ(p(z), q)− αbρ(p(z), b(z)), (4.41)
where αf and αb represent the mixing coefficients for foreground and
background, respectively. In practice, Porikli et al. (Porikli & Tuzel,
2005b) set αf = 1 and αb = 1/2. The similarity function can be revised
as:
η(z) =
m∑
s=1
√
ps(z)
(
αf
√
qs − αb
√
bs(z)
)
. (4.42)
Let z0 be the starting location for searching the target. Using Taylor
expansion around the values of ps(z0) and bs(z0)
η(z) ≈∑ms=1√ps(z0)(αf√qs − αb√bs(z0))
+
∑m
s=1
αf
√
qs−αb
√
bs(z0)
2
√
ps(z0)
(p(z)− p(z0))
−∑ms=1 αb√ps(z0)2√bs(z0) (b(z)− b(z0)).
(4.43)
Putting constant terms inside Q2 we obtain
η(z) ≈ Q2 +
m∑
s=1
αf
√
qs − αb
√
bs(z0)
2
√
ps(z0)
p(z)−
m∑
s=1
αb
√
ps(z0)
2
√
bs(z0)
b(z). (4.44)
The similarity function can be revised using the definition of p(z)
and b(z),
η(z) ≈ Q2 +Q3
N∑
i=1
wikN
(∥∥∥∥z − xih
∥∥∥∥2
)
(4.45)
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wi =
m∑
s=1
αf
√
qs − αb
√
bs(z0)
2
√
ps(z)0
δ[mˆf (xi)−s]−
m∑
s=1
αb
√
ps(z0)
2
√
bs(z0)
δ[mˆb(xi)−s]
(4.46)
where mˆb() and mˆf () can map a pixel in background and observed
images, to the associated colour bin in quantized colour space, h is the
spatial bandwidth equals the half size of the candidate box along each
dimension, and the second term in Equation(4.45) equals the kernel
density estimation with data weighted by wi. Mean shift vector at
location z0 is given as
m(z0) =
∑n
i=1(xi − z0)wigN
(∥∥z0−xi
h
∥∥2)∑n
i=1wigN
(∥∥z0−xi
h
∥∥2) (4.47)
where gN(x∗) = −k′N(x∗).
Template Likelihood
Porikli et al. (Porikli & Tuzel, 2005b) employed a Parzen window esti-
mator to compute the probability that a pixel (xi,ui) in the candidate
target box centered at z belongs to the object,
lj(ui) =
1
Dh3c
D∑
k=1
kN
(∥∥∥∥ui − vjkhc
∥∥∥∥2
)
, (4.48)
where hc refers to the bandwidth of the colour kernel, which is set to
16. The likelihood of an object being at location z is evaluated by
L(z) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
li(ui)kN
(∥∥∥∥xi − zh
∥∥∥∥2
)
(4.49)
Smaller weights are allocated by the kernel kN to samples farther from
the center to make the evaluation more robust.
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Scale Adaptation
The foreground pixels are used to conduct the scale adaptation of the
objects. Let B be the box of the object centered at evaluated location
zl. Porikli et al. (Porikli & Tuzel, 2005b) adopted a second box O
around the object center which has twice area of B and attempted to
maximize
S =
∑
x∈B
cˆ(x) +
∑
x∈O−B
(1− cˆ(x)), (4.50)
where cˆ(x) equals 1 if x is a foreground pixel and 0 otherwise. At each
frame, leaving O fixed Porikli et al. (Porikli & Tuzel, 2005b) updated
B ± 5% in all dimensions and selected the scale giving the best score.
Note that there is usually no overlap in object boxes in two con-
secutive frames in low frame rate videos, and this makes it impossible
to track with original mean shift algorithm. Porikli et al. (Porikli &
Tuzel, 2005b) proposed a multi-kernel mean shift to address this issue.
The results of their experiments demonstrate the proposed algorithm
outperforms standard mean shift. However, the object model of this
algorithm is a nonparametric colour template, and tracking perfor-
mance can decrease when tracked object colour information is similar
with the background. Although Porikli et al. (Porikli & Tuzel, 2005b)
attempted to use background information to deal with this problem,
the experiments described in Chapter 6 will show that, their algorithm
is not capable of tracking objects in this work, where the colour in-
formation of the majority of images is very similar with that of the
background.
4.4.4 Object Tracking in LFR Stereo Videos
Chuang et al. (Chuang et al., 2015) proposed an object tracking system
for low-contrast and LFR stereo videos with the use of a trawl-based
underwater camera system. They applied a histogram backprojec-
tion method on double local-thresholded images to overcome the low-
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contrast issues for object segmentation. To cope with the poor mo-
tion continuity under LFR conditions, they adopted a modified Viterbi
data association in their feature-based object matching method.
Object Segmentation
Double Local Threshholding
Chuang et al. (Chuang et al., 2015) considered the use of thresh-
olding for segmenting object, since the background was simple in the
context they considered. Typically, thresholding binaries the image
by setting a threshold on pixel intensity. However, a single thresh-
old usually leads to defects in object contours if the contrast between
background and foreground is low. Thus, Chuang et al. (Chuang et
al., 2015) proposed the double local thresholding method to discover
two thresholds, i.e., produce two different binary masks, within the
neighborhood of each object. The subsequent histogram backprojec-
tion merges and refines these two obtained binary masks.
Histogram Backprojection
Chuang et al. (Chuang et al., 2015) employed the histogram back-
projection introduced in (Klimley & Brown, 1983) to determine if a
particular pixel I(x, y) within the bounding box of an object candidate
belongs to the background or foreground. According to the object
masksMlow andMhigh, two gray-level histogramsHlow(r) andHhigh(r)
are calculated.
Two gray-level histograms Hlow(r) and Hhigh(r) are calculated ac-
cording to the object masks Mlow and Mhigh, respectively. A ratio his-
togram of any gray-level value r is defined as
HR(r) = min
(
Hhigh(r)
Hlow(r)
, 1
)
. (4.51)
The ratio histogram is backprojected to the domain of video image,
i.e., BP (x, y) = HR(I(x, y)), 1 ≤ x ≤ W, 1 ≤ y ≤ H , where I(x, y)
refers to the pixel value at (x, y). A thresholding procedure is then
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employed to the backprojection of the ratio histogram HR(r), and the
binary segmentation mask B(x, y) is updated by
B(x, y) =
{
1 if BP (x, y) > θbp,
0 otherwise
(4.52)
where θbp is a threshold between 0 and 1.
Threshholding by Area and variance
Chuang et al. (Chuang et al., 2015) also exploited the area of an ob-
ject and variance of pixel values within an object to refine the segmen-
tation masks. For each pixel (x, y) within the kth segmented objectOk,
its associating pixel on the foreground mask is modified by
B(x, y) =
{
1 if θLA ≤ A(Ok) ≤ θUA (x, y) ∈ Ok
0 otherwise
(4.53)
whereA(·) is the area of an object, and θLA and θUA denote the lower and
the upper bound of the area to preserve, respectively.
Object candidates are also checked by computing the variance of
pixels within each segmented object. As foreground objects are usu-
ally more textured than unwanted objects or background, the variance
of the segmented object should be larger. The variance of pixels for an
object is defined as
σ2k =
1
A(Ok)− 1
∑
(x,y)∈Ok
(I(x, y)− I¯k)2, (x, y) ∈ Ok (4.54)
where I¯k represents the mean of pixel values of the kth object. Given
the variance of an object, the foreground mask is then thresholded by
B(x, y) =
{
1 if σ2k ≥ θV
0 otherwise.
(4.55)
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Temporal Matching and Viterbi Data Association
The challenging issues for tracking in LFR underwater videos are abrupt
motion of targets and ubiquitous noise caused by organic debris. Chuang
et al. (Chuang et al., 2015) made the use of various useful cues, in-
cluding vicinity, area, motion direction and histogram distance, to as-
sociate observations and targets.
In the proposed data association method, the stereo information is
employed by considering a pair of stereo-matched objects, the same
object in the left and right hand videos, as one observation for track-
ing. As a result, an implicit tracking validation can be performed by
pairing of objects with stereo cameras, which is not possible in a single
camera scenario.
In each frame, a Viterbi Data Association (VDA) (Azim & Aycard,
2010) is conducted based on a trellis of the observations. A trellis is a
kind of directed graph where nodes are separated into ordered sub-
sets N(t) = {nj(t)|j = 1, 2, ..., |N(t)|} for t = 1, 2, ..., T , and edges aij(t)
exist between any pair of nodes in adjacent subsets {ni(t − 1), nj(t)}.
Nodes in a subset indicate objects in one image, and each edge is spec-
ified a cost cij(t). The total cost of a trajectory (a sequence of edges) is
then defined as
C(P ) =
T∑
t=2
cpt−1pt(t), (4.56)
where P = {ap1p2(2), ap2p3(3), ..., apT−1pT (T )}.
In each iteration, the predecessor and accumulated cost are given
to node nj(t) as
pij(t) = argmin
1≤i≤|N(t−1)|
Ci(t− 1) + cij(t), (4.57)
Cj(t) = Cpij(t)(t− 1) + cpij(t)j(t). (4.58)
Chuang et al. (Chuang et al., 2015) proposed a multiple-target
VDA algorithm to track objects in LFR videos. They exploited a sep-
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arate trellis for every target to track. Data association was then con-
ducted separately according to Equation(4.57) and Equation(4.58) for
each target with all observations.
It is worth noting that Chuang et al. (Chuang et al., 2015) selected
thresholding for object segmentation, due to the consideration of sim-
ple background in their work. However, this limits their method to
simple situations and it is unable to cope with complicated scenes.
Our experiments in Chapter 6 will show that, their method cannot
be used to reliably track moving objects when the background is ex-
tremely dynamic.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, I described traditional and water background mod-
eling methods, with a focus on selected approaches, and will com-
pare the performance of the algorithm we have developed against the
performance of these existing algorithms in Chapter 5. As discussed,
these traditional algorithms do not offer a suitable way of modeling
background in scenes composed of land and water, as they are ini-
tially developed to model terrestrial backgrounds which are far less
dynamic. Water background modeling has only been partially suc-
cessful to date, and the existing methods cannot be applied directly to
the boat ramp scenes considered in this study, given their complexity.
The boundary between the water and land changes over time with the
rise and fall of the tide. As a consequence, the background can change
substantially as levels of illumination, tidal heights, and reflectance
vary throughout the day, and throughout the year.
In addition, I reviewed and described conventional and LFR ob-
ject tracking algorithms, with an emphasis on selected methods which
will be used for comparative purposes in Chapter 6. The highlighted
conventional methods struggle to track objects seen in low frame rate
videos, as they are limited by their requirement for smooth motion
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trajectories. Low frame rate tracking has not so far been achieved in a
satisfactory way, and the existing works cannot be applied directly in
the context of this study as images of the ramps are only captured once
every 60 seconds. Existing methods struggle with the unpredictability
of objects seen in LFR videos, especially given the dynamic nature of
land and water composition interface scenes.
Chapter 5 will be devoted to the design of such a method for mod-
eling background of land and water compositional scenes, while Chap-
ter 6 will focus on the development of an algorithm capable of tracking
objects in LFR videos where the image capture rate is 1-fpm.
Chapter 5
Cognitive Background Model-
ing for Traffic Surveillance at Maritime
Boat Ramps
Background modeling for computer vision is required to be robust
to environmental change, yet sensitive enough to identify all moving
objects of interest. Existing background modeling is mostly used to in-
terpret images in terrestrial situations such as car parks and stretches
of road, where objects move in a smooth manner and the background
is relatively consistent. This chapter describes a cognitive background
approximation model specializing on the interpolation of land and
water composition images which are collected for maritime boat ramp
surveillance. In this method, I compute adaptive learning rates to ac-
count for changes to land and water compositional scenes, in which a
geometrical model is integrated with pixel classification to determine
the portion of water changes caused by tidal dynamics and other en-
vironmental influences.
5.1 Introduction
Background modeling is a core component for computer vision based
surveillance, that uses data from each successive frame to calculate
and update a background model, providing a statistical description of
the entire background scene (Zhang et al., 2009; Ramirez Rivera et al.,
2013; Yang et al., 2009). Extensive research has been devoted to devel-
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oping a background model that is robust to environmental changes in
the background, but sensitive enough to identify all moving objects of
interest. In practice, background modeling must be generic enough to
handle a variety of changing background scenes to ensure that objects
of interest are accurately identified.
Background modeling in the literature has been applied in a vari-
ety of situations including: motorways (Unzueta et al., 2012; Mithun,
Rashid, & Rahman, 2012), road intersections (Messelodi, Modena, &
Zanin, 2005; Ottlik & Nagel, 2008), car parks (Choeychuen, 2013, 2012),
swimming pools (H. Eng et al., 2004; Nuno et al., 2009), and water
channels (Bloisi & Iocchi, 2009; Bloisi et al., 2014), etc. In general,
we categorize different types of scenes into two groups: land scenes
and water scenes, as background dynamics in these contexts differ
markedly. On land, the background is usually static, with little or
no change in topography. In contrast, water scenes are intrinsically
dynamic, as water is a reflective surface that moves continuously, of-
ten to varying degrees. The reflection of the sun on water, coupled
with the unpredictability of waves caused by the wind, moving ves-
sels (wakes) and tidal flows in the maritime environment creates situ-
ations where background modeling is far more challenging.
Many background modeling algorithms have been proposed in the
literature, but most of these methods are limited to indoor scenes or
very special outdoor scenes, such as highways, intersections, etc. In
other words, very few past background modeling studies have con-
sidered the marine environment, and the majority of existing work
has focused on more static terrestrial situations. Thus, the problem
of modeling backgrounds in marine situations and identifying mov-
ing objects in these dynamic environments is still far from being com-
pletely solved.
This work considers background modeling for a dynamic mar-
itime environment, at the interface between the land and the sea. Fig-
ure 5.1 shows an example of maritime boat ramp which my research
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is based on. As seen in this figure, the region-of-interest (ROI), iden-
tified as a polygon that contains areas of both land and water. The
boundary between the water and land changes over time with the rise
and fall of the tide. As a consequence, the distribution of water and
land varies over time in the ROI, which makes background modeling
in this case extremely difficult, given the varying area of water and
amount of light reflected from this water at differing times of day and
changes in the angle of the sun throughout the year.
In this work, I propose a Cognitive Background Modeling for Land
and Water composition scenes (CBM-lw), as human problem solving
and mental task processes are simulated, for problems such as noise
reduction, land and water scene distinction, and handling illumina-
tion changes caused by the state of tide, and at sunrise and sunset.
The CBM-lw approach can be used to dynamically classify areas of
an image as either land or water, given ancillary tidal height data so
that different strategies can be adopted to model backgrounds on land
and on the water, respectively. The impact of sunrise and sunset is
also specifically considered by proposed CBM-lw, to allow for changes
in outdoor luminance. The CBM-lw approach can also be used to
identify corrupted (and therefore unusable) images, to improve the
accuracy of background model. In particular, the use of a dynamic
learning rate and intelligent updating rules for areas of land and wa-
ter, respectively, significantly increases the robustness of this CBM-lw
method. Moreover, the low computational cost and low level of mem-
ory required for this approach maximizes its potential utility. I apply
the developed CBM-lw algorithm to interpret a real 24-hour boat-flow
analysis and counting system, and compare the results against those
generated by existing background modeling methods. The empirical
results show that the performance of the proposed CBM-lw algorithm
is superior in this context.
For the remainder of this chapter, I use I t(x, y) and Bt(x, y) to rep-
resent the luminance intensity and its background estimation at loca-
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Figure 5.1: An example of maritime boat ramp: the region-of-interest
(ROI) includes areas of land and water as seen inside the red polygon,
and the boundary between water and land is shown by the yellow
line.
tion (x, y) and time t, respectively. If irrelevant in the description, the
coordinate (x, y) may be dropped.
5.2 Related Work and Motivation
The detection of moving objects from image sequences is a fundamen-
tal task undertaken in many computer vision applications, such as
traffic monitoring and analysis (Buch et al., 2009; Jung et al., 2001),
video surveillance (Johansson, Wiklund, Forsse´n, & Granlund, 2009),
human detection and tracking (Buch, Orwell, & Velastin, 2010), and
gesture recognition (Guo et al., 2008), etc. A very common technique
for the detection of moving objects is background subtraction (Gao et
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al., 2009), where each frame is compared against a background model,
and pixels in the current image that deviate significantly from the
background model are considered to be moving objects. For accu-
rate foreground object detection, a background model is required to
be a good estimation of the scenario after removing all nonstationary
elements.
5.2.1 Land and Water Composition Scene Processing
Land and water composition scene has been attended in some existing
works. Li and Perona (Y. Li et al., 2008) studied coast (a land-water
composition scene) and other nature scenes by representing the im-
age of a scene as a collection of local regions. Similarly, Boutella et al.
(Boutella, Luo, Xipeng Shen, & Brown, 2004) proposed a framework
of multi-label classification, in which a sample may possess multiple
properties of multiple classes, and applied it to the problem of se-
mantic scene classification. A natural scene may contain multiple ob-
jects, for example, beach may contain sand and water, such that the
scene can be described by multiple class labels. Li-ja et al. (Z. Li et al.,
2008) dealt with composite scenes by segmenting object components
meanwhile using contextual information (e.g., a list of tags) for classi-
fication. Later they (F. Li & Perona, 2005) proposed to use objects as
attributes of scenes for scene classification, where an image of com-
posite scene is represented as its responses to a large number of object
detectors.
5.2.2 Motivation
The situation I consider in this work differs from those above, as I am
attempting to model the dynamic background at the interface between
the land and the sea at high traffic boat ramps. The background com-
position of the scene at a boat ramp can change substantially with tidal
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height, as levels of illumination, and reflectance will vary throughout
the day and throughout the year.
Existing works mostly attempt to develop a generic background
model without the use of scene prior knowledge in the modelling.
To cope with the extremely challenging land and water composition
scene, I develop a cognitive background modeling approach which
mimics human problem solving and mental tasks associated with back-
ground estimation. The proposed CBM-lw algorithm can classify ar-
eas of each image as either land or water, given ancillary model data
on predicted tidal height, so that different strategies can be adopted
to model the background on land and on the water, respectively. The
influence of sunrise and sunset is also considered by the CBM-lw ap-
proach, to account for changes in outdoor luminance. In addition, the
proposed CBM-lw approach also makes the use of a dynamic learn-
ing rate and can be used to identify and reject corrupted images, to
improve the accuracy of background modeling.
5.3 Proposed Cognitive Background Modeling
The philosophy of my method is to use cognitive modeling to solve
dynamically shifting areas of land and water background modeling
problems. I also address the issue of detecting corrupted images mainly
caused by radio interference, which would reduce the quality of any
computed background model. As background dynamics in land and
water scenes differ markedly, my method separates land and water
scenes by constructing a cognitive computing model, in which a ge-
ometrical calculation is based on tidal data to give an initial estimate
of the shoreline position, and pixel classification is then used to deter-
mine the optimal boundary between areas of land and water. Addi-
tionally, different learning rates and background updating strategies
are exploited for areas of land and water, to improve modeling perfor-
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Figure 5.2: Block diagram of proposed Cognitive Background Model-
ing for Land and Water composition scenes (CBM-lw).
mance. Moreover, my method considers the influence of sunrise and
sunset to account for changes in outdoor luminance.
The following subsections describe the proposed Cognitive Back-
ground Modeling for Land and Water composition scenes (CBM-lw)
in more detail. For an overview of the proposed CBM-lw, see Figure
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Algorithm 1 Cognitive Background Modeling for Land and Water
composition scenes (CBM-lw)
Input: Current frame It, current background Bt, ROI coordinates, shoreline area
coordinates S, and tidal height data H .
Output: Next background Bt+1.
1: /* Detecting unusable frame */
2: if detection unusable(It) ==1 then // #Equation 5.5
Bt+1 ← Bt
3: else
4: /* land and water area separation */
5: b∗ ←tide interpolation(H); #Subsection 5.3.3
6: pixel classification(It(x, y),S); #Subsection 5.3.3
7: /* search k∗ in shoreline area */
8: k∗ ← argmink′∈S(arctan |k
′−g|
1+k′g ); #Equation 5.9
9: (αl, αw)←compute learningrate(It, Bt, k∗, b∗); #Equation 5.11
10: /* the influence of sunrise and sunset */
11: if t falls in the sunrise/sunset zone then
12: (αl, αw)← sunrisesunset adjust(t); #Subsection 5.3.5
13: end if
14: /* background updating */
15: Bl(t+1) ← αlIBt + (1 − αl)Bt, and Bw(t+1) ← αwIBt + (1 − αw)Bt;
#Equation 5.12
16: B(t+1) ← Bw(t+1) ∪Bl(t+1) #Equation 5.13
17: end if
5.2 which describes this process in the form of a block diagram, and
Algorithm 1 gives pseudocode of the core structure.
5.3.1 Base Background Model
Given {I t}t=1...T as current set of images in observation, and polygon
R as the Region Of Interest (ROI). I introduce the following signum
function of image pixels as,
I t(i, j) =
{
I t(i, j) if (i, j) ∈ R,
-1 otherwise.
(5.1)
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By (5.1), we are able to cast any image (or the same size matrix) and
related calculations into the ROI block. In practice, I define the region-
of-interest (ROI) according to the prior knowledge that I had from the
physical ramp in surveillance. For example, at the Raglan boat ramp
shown in Fig. 5.1, objects of interest (e.g., car or boat) seldom stop on
the grass, and boats in sea center are not relevant to our target. Thus,
I am able to define the polygon ROI according to the ramp physical
conditions and project requirements. The aim of this operation is to
reduce as much as possible the influence of irrelevant noise in all sub-
sequent image interpretation steps.
According to (Gupte et al., 2002), the next backgroundBt+1 is gen-
erated using the weighted average of the instantaneous background
IBt and the current background Bt:
Bt+1 = αIBt + (1− α)Bt. (5.2)
Here B1 is initialized as an image of the background without any
moving objects present. α is the learning rate which determines the
updating speed of background. In practice, α should be big enough
so that background modeling algorithms can adapt rapidly to changes
in the background, but small enough so that they are not sensitive to
momentary changes. Because the background is influenced by chang-
ing levels of luminance caused by the weather, it is essential for the
background modeling algorithm to adopt a dynamic learning rate to
optimize performance. I have therefore adopted a dynamic learning
rate in the proposed method, rather than a static rate in (Gupte et al.,
2002).
The instantaneous background IBt is generated from the current
image but with detected objects removed, and their regions are filled
with the current background. Specifically, for each incoming image
I t, I calculate difference to the current background Bt, and threshold
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the resulting difference image to obtain a binary object mask,
Ot(x, y) =
{
0 if |I t(x, y)−Bt(x, y)| < λ ,
1 otherwise
(5.3)
where λ refers to the luminance threshold for object detection. The
current instantaneous background IBt can then be calculated as,
IBt(x, y) =
{
Bt(x, y) if Ot(x, y) = 1,
It(x, y) otherwise.
(5.4)
Note that the above calculations are all in terms of gray-level intensity.
In the case of colour image, we simply transform the image to gray-
level before any calculation.
5.3.2 Detection of unusable images
The image data used in this study is generated by web cameras over-
looking boat ramps. These web camera systems wirelessly transmit
video data to a nearby PC for storage. Unfortunately, images are
sometimes corrupted by radio interference, or because some other
part of the system has failed, and it is necessary to detect when this
has occurred. Corrupted images are of no practical use, because any
detection of objects from these images would be unreliable. Further,
the use of these corrupted images would reduce the quality of any
background model produced from an affected time series of images.
In my proposed method, every input frame is inspected and clas-
sified as usable or unusable, and only usable frames are employed to
generate the next background. In boat ramp scenes, a major propor-
tion of each image is composed of the background, unless a significant
amount of noise is present in the image. In other words, the binary ob-
ject mask for a usable image would consist of a large number of pixels
having the value 0 (i.e., background pixel), and a small number of
pixels having the value 1 (i.e., object pixel).
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I calculate a histogram of the binary object mask Ot in (5.3) as
h(Ot). Let h(Ot)1 and h(Ot)0 denote the number of 1 and 0 in h(Ot),
respectively. In determining if the current image is a unusable image,
I simply calculate the ratio of pixel number as,
U(Ot, δ)
=
{
1 if h(Ot)1/h(Ot)0 > δ ,
0 otherwise
(5.5)
where δ denotes the threshold which can be easily determined by
cross validation as the histogram of the binary object mask is expected
to have much higher number of value 0 than that of value 1.
5.3.3 Separating Areas of Land and Water by Cognitive
Modeling
The goal of separation is to segment the ROI into areas of land and wa-
ter. In the image coordinate system shown in Fig.5.3, the distinction
between areas of land and water can be interpolated as a geometric
problem, which is to find/fix a straight line as,
n = km+ b (5.6)
where k and b refer to the slope and intercept of straight line, respec-
tively. Thus to determine the shoreline, the task is to search for opti-
mal values of k and b.
Physically, I treat the sea as a large container, with the amount of
water determined the position of tidal boundary. In this sense, for a
specific ramp, I am able to determine the optimal b∗ given tidal height
data H provided by an ancillary model using interpolation methods
such as linear interpolation, polynomial interpolation, or spline inter-
polation, etc. As a result, we have the revised shoreline function as,
n = km+ b∗ (5.7)
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Figure 5.3: An illustration of searching optimal boundary between
water and land.
However, the slope k varies over time, as the direction of the boundary
between the land and the water is not only determined by the shape
of container, but also by the prevailing weather conditions such as
the wind direction. Here, the proposed solution is to classify all ROI
pixels into land and water area, then I seek the optimal slope k∗ by a
searching process described below.
LetDt denote a land-water distribution matrix of current image I t.
We can find the land water border line by accurately classifying every
pixel as covering either land or water. Dt can be obtained by a binary
pixel classification, which can be formulated as a convex optimization
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problem, i.e. the task of finding a minimizer for a convex function f
that depends on a variable vector w. Formally, we formulate this as
an optimization problem, where the objective function is of the form
f(ω) =
1
2
ωTω + C
l∑
i=1
max(1− yiωTxi, 0), (5.8)
Here the vectors xi ∈ Rd are the training data examples, for 1 ≤ i ≤ r,
and yi ∈ [−1, 1] are their corresponding labels, which we want to pre-
dict. Consequently with the Support Vector Machine (SVM) trained,
every pixel in S is classified as either land or water. It is not difficult
to model a line n = gm + l that gives a pixel level shoreline approxi-
mation regardless of tide change.
Consider shoreline approximation in Figure 5.3, by (5.7) we have
pointE that the actual land/water boundary should have gone through,
and its distance toO is b∗. Without loss of generality, we can define for
every ramp in surveillance a maximum margin for all possible shore-
lines. In the example of Fig. 5.3, rectangle ABCD is the margin area
which I denote hereafter as S. To find the optimal slope k∗, I rotate
line (5.7) around E by trying every possible slope k′ that directs the
line going through margin S. For each test line, I calculate its angle to
the land-water border line comes from (5.8) for land and water pixel
classification. Thus, we have optimized slope k∗ calculated as,
k∗ ← argmin
k′∈S
(arctan
|k′ − g|
1 + k′g
) (5.9)
5.3.4 Background learning rate calculation
Under the condition of land and water area distinction, we are able
to model land and water backgrounds separately by applying (5.2) to
land and water image block as,
Blt+1 = αlIBt + (1− αl)Bt,
Bwt+1 = αwIBt + (1− αw)Bt,
(5.10)
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where αl and αw represent the learning rate for land and water scenes
respectively.
The proposed method adopts a dynamic learning rate for land and
water area respectively rather than a static one used in (Gupte et al.,
2002). I maintain a 24-hour learning rate buffer, in which a pair of
land and water learning rates (αl, αw) are stored at every minute. The
process for computing learning rates is described below.
Consider in my case that, the objective is traffic analysis; more
specifically, to count the number of boats/cars passing through the
ramps. Thus, the number of objects is the ground truth of my back-
ground modeling. When determining the learning rate at time t, I
search the optimal rates in the criterion of minimizing the error of ob-
jects counting as,
(α∗l , α
∗
w)← argmin
αl,αw∈[0,1]
{‖(ψl − ηl) + (ψw − ηw)‖2} , (5.11)
where ηl and ηw are the predicted number and ψl and ψw are the actual
number of objects in land and water area respectively. Here ψl and ψw
can be obtained by manually viewing each frame. In practice, this is a
time-consuming process. For simplicity, I implement (5.11) by count-
ing the total number of objects using currently computed background
regardless of water or land scene.
5.3.5 Accounting for the Influence of Sunrise and Sun-
set
In complex outdoor scenes, the level of luminance is easily influenced
by several factors, such as time of day, cloud cover, available street
lighting, and time of year. The rate of luminance change is obviously
higher during sunrise and sunset than that at any other time. It is
therefore necessary to specifically consider the influence of sunrise
and sunset when modeling background.
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Figure 5.4: Learning rate patterns for sunrise and sunset on different
days
Sunrise and sunset occur during two brief periods every 24-hour.
Publicly available sunrise and sunset data provided by Land Infor-
mation New Zealand gives an accurate estimate of when sunrise and
sunset occur, which changes throughout the year. In practice, the in-
fluence of sunrise and sunset on the learning rate follows a specific
pattern. I assume the pattern gradually changes throughout the year,
which gives a fixed learning rate pattern for sunrise and sunset on
different days.
Accordingly I refresh the learning rate for every minute during a
24-hour loop (i.e., learning rate buffer) as Figure 5.4, given the shift-
ing timing of sunrise and sunset during the year. For every incoming
image, I search in the buffer suitable rates by time t, if t falls during
the expected period of sunrise or sunset, the pattern learning rates are
assigned to αw and αl.
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5.3.6 Background Updating
My strategy for updating background consists of two steps: firstly
update land and water background respectively as,
Blt+1 = α
∗
l IBt + (1− α∗l )Bt,
Bwt+1 = α
∗
wIBt + (1− α∗w)Bt.
(5.12)
Then merge obtained land and water backgrounds into the next back-
ground,
B(t+1) = B
w
t+1 ∪Blt+1. (5.13)
Note that B(t+1) here is an ROI image. To have the entire background
image, we can simply mergeB(t+1) with the ROI residual image which
can be obtained by applying a reversed function (5.1) on I t.
5.4 Experimental Results
The image data I used for my experiments was collected by New
Zealand’s National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA).
NIWA has established a network of web cameras overlooking key
boat ramps, on behalf of the Ministry for Primary Industries, to mon-
itor trends in recreational fishing effort over time. In this monitoring
system, one image is captured per minute for each web camera, pro-
viding 1440 images of a monitored ramp on each day. These images
are viewed in series by a technician who manually interprets these im-
ages and records a count of returning boats for that day. Some form of
random stratified sub-sampling is applied in practice, and images on
60 days per year are interpreted to provide a cost effective estimate of
the whole year. Table 2.1 describes my experimental data, which are
the 2010-2012 image sequences captured at Waitangi, Takapuna and
Raglan boat ramp.
I compared first with the SABS method (Gupte et al., 2002), which
is initially designed for detecting vehicles in a terrestrial situation,
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such as on a highway, and which the proposed CBM-lw approach
is based on. In all experiments, I set the learning rate α in Equa-
tion(5.2) to 0.1 for SABS according to the authors’ recommendations
(Gupte et al., 2002). Here, three measures were used to assess the
relative utility of the CBM-lw and SABS background modeling ap-
proaches: their ability to detect data provided by corrupted images;
their robustness to changes in levels of luminance at sunrise and sun-
set, and robustness to changes in tidal height. To further demonstrate
the background modeling contribution to moving object detection, I
evaluate the object detection performance in land and water compo-
sition scenes, the most difficult scenarios for background modeling,
using the background model from the proposed method with com-
parison to that of four state-of-the-art methods. Quantitatively, I use
object detection accuracy to evaluate the performance of background
modeling, which is defined as the ratio of the number of objects cor-
rectly detected by the algorithm against the number of objects from
manual counting.
5.4.1 Parameter Adjustment
In the proposed CBM-lw method, two parameters are required. The
first one is the luminance threshold λ for object detection. The sec-
ond one is the threshold δ, which is used to detect unusable image.
To evaluate effects of different λ and δ, I set the range of λ from 0.1 to
0.6 and the rang of δ from 0.1 to 0.5. Figures 5.5-5.7 show object de-
tection accuracy of each boat ramp with respect to different values of
λ, respectively. Each curve represents different values of δ. As shown
in Figures 5.5-5.7, if the value of δ is fixed, the best object detection
accuracy is achieved when λ = 0.2 for all three boat ramps, I then se-
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Figure 5.5: Object detection accuracy with respect to the luminance
threshold λ for object detection at Waitangi. Each curve represents
different values of δ used to detect unusable image.
lect λ = 0.2. If λ < 0.2, lower values of λ result in lower detection
accuracy. In contrast, if λ > 0.2, higher values of λ also result in lower
detection accuracy. These results are reasonable, because lower value
of λ will cause more false positives, i.e. more noise will be detected
as moving objects; whereas higher value of λ will cause more false
negatives, i.e. more moving objects cannot be identified from images.
Similarly, if the value of λ is fixed, the best object detection accuracy
is achieved when δ = 0.3 for all three boat ramps as shown in Figures
5.5-5.7. Thus, I select δ = 0.3 for the threshold of unusable image de-
tection. Further, the optimal combination of λ = 0.2 and δ = 0.3 is
confirmed in Figures 5.8-5.10, where system Detection Error Tradeoff
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Figure 5.6: Object detection accuracy with respect to the luminance
threshold λ for object detection at Takapuna. Each curve represents
different values of δ used to detect unusable image.
(DET) curves are studied with the setup of different λ and δ values.
5.4.2 Detecting Unusable Images
Figure 5.11 compares the ability of the existing SABS and proposed
CBM-lw approaches to detect images that were corrupted due to sig-
nal interference or web camera system failure. The first column of
Figure 5.11 corresponds to the current frame of an image sequence in
observation. In this case, the images in frames T2 to T8 are unusable
as they do not provide a sufficiently clear image of the boat ramp. The
background modeled using the SABS approach is shown in the sec-
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Figure 5.7: Object detection accuracy with respect to the luminance
threshold λ for object detection at Raglan. Each curve represents dif-
ferent values of δ used to detect unusable image.
ond column, whereas the third column gives the background from
proposed CBM-lw. The background model provided by the SABS
quickly degrades as it has assimilated the noise from the unusable
images. In contrast, proposed CBM-lw approach has discounted data
from the corrupted images, providing a background model which is
unpolluted by noisy images.
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Figure 5.8: Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) Curves for object detection
performance evaluation on Waitangi. Each curve represents different
values of the luminance threshold λ and δ used to detect unusable
image.
5.4.3 Robustness to Changes in Luminance at Sunrise
and Sunset
In this comparative study, I demonstrate algorithm robustness to sun-
rise and sunset luminance changes. As we know, the most rapid
changes in luminance caused by sunrise or sunset last for approx-
imately 30 minutes each day, for which a corresponding 30 frame
images are collected by each web camera system. Starting from the
first frame, I selected frames every six minutes and tested the perfor-
mance of each algorithm over this period. Figure 5.12 shows results
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Figure 5.9: Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) Curves for object detection
performance evaluation on Takapuna. Each curve represents different
values of the luminance threshold λ and δ used to detect unusable
image.
obtained during a sunrise and Figure 5.13 shows results for a sunset,
in which the first column shows input frames, and the second and
third columns show the backgrounds modelled using the SABS and
proposed CBM-lw algorithms, respectively.
As would be expected, levels of illumination increased rapidly in
the sunrise sequence, being darkest in T1 to brightest in T31; whereas
the reverse occurred at sunset. The background models generated by
both the CBM-lw and SABS approaches adapt to changes in levels of
illumination at either end of the day, but the proposed CBM-lw ap-
proach updates the background model more rapidly and accurately
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Figure 5.10: Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) Curves for object detec-
tion performance evaluation on Raglan. Each curve represents differ-
ent values of the luminance threshold λ and δ used to detect unusable
image.
than the SABS approach. The background model luminance gener-
ated by the CBM-lw approach closely matches that of the actual image
at each stage, but the background images generated by the SABS ap-
proach do not track the change in luminance seen in the unprocessed
input images. By T31 the background model generated by the pro-
posed CBM-ls approach is very different from that generated by the
less accurate SABS method.
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Figure 5.11: Comparisons of SABS and proposed CBM-lw modelled
backgrounds derived from a series of images including some which
were corrupted by interference. (Left to right) Current image, back-
ground from SABS, and background from proposed CBM-lw.
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Figure 5.12: Comparisons of SABS and proposed CBM-lw modelled
backgrounds for a sunrise sequence of images. (Left to right) Current
image, background from SABS, and background from proposed CBM-
lw.
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Figure 5.13: Comparisons of SABS and proposed CBM-lw modelled
backgrounds for a sunset sequence of images. (Left to right) Current
image, background from SABS, and background from proposed CBM-
lw.
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5.4.4 Robustness to Changes in Tidal Height
Background modeling in coastal situations should also consider changes
in tidal height. In this section I compare the performance of the pro-
posed CBM-lw and existing SABS approaches at differing tidal states,
at three sites: Waitangi, Takapuna and Raglan. The results of these
comparisons are shown in Figures. 5.14-5.16, in which SABS back-
ground and the background from proposed CBM-lw are shown re-
spectively in the middle and right hand columns, and the ellipses in
red colour highlight the shoreline area of each predicted background.
Since the moving objects presented in previous images have not
yet been completely forgotten, ghost images of cars and boats are evi-
dent in the land water boundary area in the backgrounds generated by
the SABS model, in which the shoreline is also blurred. This suggests
that the SABS approach has difficulty with modeling backgrounds in
areas where the movement of water is highly variable, whereas the
dual area CBM-lw approach can readily account for this variability
and generates more reliable background image for each frame. Re-
sults of moving objects detection provided by the CBM-lw approach
should therefore be more accurate.
5.4.5 Performance Evaluation on Moving Object Detec-
tion
I assessed the performance of background modeling algorithms by
comparing model based moving object detection. I compared my
method to four state-of-the-art methods discussed in Section 4.2. The
first one is the improved adaptive background mixture model (MOG)
(KaewTraKulPong & Bowden, 2002). The second one is the statistical
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Figure 5.14: Comparisons of SABS and proposed CBM-lw modelled
backgrounds at different tidal states at Waitangi. (Left to right) current
image, background from SABS, and background from proposed CBM-
lw.
background image estimation (GMG) (Godbehere et al., 2012). Both
methods are Gaussian Mixture-based background models. The third
one is the self-adaptive background modeling (SABS) (Gupte et al.,
2002) which is proposed CBM-lw based on. I also compared my re-
sults with those provided by independent multimodal background
modeling (IMBS) (Bloisi et al., 2014) which was developed on purpose
for water background modeling. MOG and GMG are implemented in
OpenCV (OpenCV, 2005), the software of IMBS∗ is provided by the
authors.
∗IBMS is available at: http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/ bloisi/software/imbs
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Figure 5.15: Comparisons of SABS and proposed CBM-lw modelled
backgrounds at different tidal states at Takapuna. (Left to right) cur-
rent image, background from SABS, and background from proposed
CBM-lw.
Qualitative Results
Figures 5.17-5.19 illustrates the experimental results for the boat ramps
at Waitangi, Takapuna and Reglan respectively. Selected frames in-
clude scenarios where there are no moving objects, a single object and
multiple objects, at different tidal states. A manually labeled ground
truthed image is shown in the second row for each scenario.
As seen in Figure 5.17(a), the water area (top left of each frame)
of the Waitangi boat ramp varies over time, with the rise and fall of
the tide. In addition, the scene contains a big tall waving tree which
increases the uncertainty of the background. The results produced
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Figure 5.16: Comparisons of SABS and proposed CBM-lw modelled
backgrounds at different tidal states at Raglan. (Left to right) current
image, background from SABS, and background from proposed CBM-
lw.
by SABS and MOG are shown in Figures 5.17(c) and (d), respectively.
As shown in the 1037th and 2403th frames, SABS and MOG can still
extract the foreground object on the ground. However, they strug-
gle to overcome dynamic illumination changes in the area of water,
and objects in this area are mis-detected. Moreover, many minor false
alarms can be observed in the area of waving tree as shown in both
the 537th and 956th frames. Figure 5.17(f) presents the results pro-
duced by GMG, which contain fewer false alarms than those detected
by SABS and MOG. However, this approach still struggles to interpret
dynamic water background, and it tends to misidentify pixels with
large variations of intensity values as shown in the 537th and 2403th
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Figure 5.17: Foreground extraction results of the Waitangi sequence.
(a) Original frame, (b) ground truth, (c) SABS (Gupte et al.,2002), (d)
MOG (KaewTraKulPong,Bowden,2002), (e) IMBS (Bloisi et al.,2014),
(f) GMG (Godbehere et al.,2012) and (g) proposed method.
frames. The results produced using IMBS are demonstrated in Figure
5.17(e). IMBS extracts the foreground in a more reliable fashion than
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Figure 5.18: Foreground extraction results of the Raglan sequence.
(a) Original frame, (b) ground truth, (c) SABS (Gupte et al.,2002), (d)
MOG (KaewTraKulPong,Bowden,2002), (e) IMBS (Bloisi et al.,2014),
(f) GMG (Godbehere et al.,2012) and (g) proposed method.
the other three existing methods, as it was specifically designed to
model water background. However, in the 2403th frame, many minor
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Figure 5.19: Foreground extraction results of the Takapuna sequence.
(a) Original frame, (b) ground truth, (c) SABS (Gupte et al.,2002), (d)
MOG (KaewTraKulPong,Bowden,2002), (e) IMBS (Bloisi et al.,2014),
(f) GMG (Godbehere et al.,2012) and (g) proposed method.
false alarms can be observed in the border area of land and water. Re-
sults generated by the CBM-lw method proposed here are displayed
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in Figure 5.17(g). This algorithm obtains much clear foregrounds and
fewer false alarms in land and water areas, regardless of the level of
luminance.
Similar results are obtained for images taken at Raglan and Taka-
puna (Figures 5.18 and 5.19). Again, compared with the state-of-the-
art approaches, the proposed method extracts the shapes of moving
objects with much fewer false positives under all scenarios.
Quantitative Results
The overall relative performance of these background modeling ap-
proaches is also evaluated quantitatively on moving object detection. I
use the backgrounds generated by the five algorithms when detecting
moving objects appearing at all three boat ramps, at different times of
day, under differing weather conditions, and at different tidal states.
For performance measurement, I calculate object detection accuracy
as the ratio of the number of objects correctly detected by the algo-
rithm relative to the number of objects that are manually counted.
As the results, the object detection accuracy of all the approaches
on the Waitangi, Takapuna and Raglan image series is presented in
Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. Among the five methods in com-
parison, the proposed CBM-lw consistently outperforms all of the ex-
isting state-of-the-art methods. The proposed algorithm is therefore
far more suited to situations where there is a dynamic interface be-
tween the land and the water, and object movements are abrupt and
unpredictable, such as in LFR videos of boat ramp scenes.
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Table 5.1: Comparison of Object Detection Accuracy at Waitangi
Waitangi
Detection Accuracy(%)
MOG IMBS GMG SABS Proposed
Time
Sunrise 62.81 74.18 67.32 65.48 91.62
Sunset 63.32 72.72 65.69 64.29 91.67
Daytime 71.15 83.14 76.32 75.01 91.78
Night 67.34 78.56 71.47 68.01 91.69
Weather
Rainy 63.56 75.79 68.55 66.17 91.58
Foggy 60.35 73.65 65.75 63.19 91.37
Windy 64.12 76.65 69.56 65.01 91.63
Sunny 70.92 83.78 76.92 74.82 92.01)
Tide
Low 62.33 72.45 67.56 66.48 91.39
Mid 66.56 77.67 72.76 71.29 91.61
High 71.87 82.99 76.65 75.21 91.92
Table 5.2: Comparison of Object Detection Accuracy at Takapuna
Takapuna
Detection Accuracy(%)
MOG IMBS GMG SABS Proposed
Time
Sunrise 60.38 72.45 65.12 62.39 90.37
Sunset 62.12 71.39 66.34 67.46 90.52
Daytime 69.46 81.72 75.32 72.12 90.73
Night 65.43 76.76 70.24 65.34 90.69
Weather
Rainy 62.67 74.12 67.50 63.34 90.57
Foggy 60.15 71.34 64.32 60.32 90.21
Windy 65.34 77.78 69.67 62.34 90.45
Sunny 68.78 82.08 73.99 71.91 90.96
Tide
Low 60.25 73.34 65.45 63.62 90.22
Mid 65.23 78.73 69.95 68.42 90.56
High 69.51 82.51 74.35 72.32 90.91
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Table 5.3: Comparison of Object Detection Accuracy at Raglan
Raglan
Detection Accuracy(%)
MOG IMBS GMG SABS Proposed
Time
Sunrise 66.06 78.73 69.66 67.56 92.59
Sunset 67.89 77.35 68.93 66.44 92.55
Daytime 73.15 85.43 79.01 77.23 92.84
Night 70.48 80.43 73.12 70.75 92.82
Weather
Rainy 68.79 77.93 70.54 68.43 92.66
Foggy 66.21 74.35 68.36 65.38 92.25
Windy 69.73 76.93 71.67 67.32 92.75
Sunny 73.73 84.89 78.76 76.98 93.11
Tide
Low 64.67 75.43 70.68 68.43 92.28
Mid 69.12 79.52 75.09 73.45 92.69
High 74.01 84.13 79.15 77.19 93.08
5.5 Conclusions
Modeling background in boat ramp scenes is especially challenging
given the variation observed around the interface between the land
and the water. A novel cognitive background modeling algorithm
(CBM-lw) has been proposed here, which has been designed to in-
form the interpretation of maritime boat ramp scenes where areas of
both land and water are in frame. The influence of sunrise and sunset
is taken into account by the CBM-lw approach, as it rapidly adapts
the background model to account for changes in outdoor luminance
throughout the day. The accuracy of background model is further
ensured by the ability of the CBM-lw algorithm to detect and reject
corrupted images, which may result in misleading backgrounds. The
development of cognitive water and land scene classification and the
use of dynamic learning rate with intelligent updating rules signifi-
cantly increases the robustness of backgrounds generated by this ap-
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proach. I have applied the proposed CBM-lw in the computer boat
counting system, and compared its performance with that provided
by four existing state-of-the-art background modeling methods. Ex-
perimental results demonstrate that the proposed CBM-lw algorithm
consistently outperforms these existing algorithms in this context, re-
gardless of prevailing weather conditions at any time of day or sate of
tide.
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Chapter 6
Tracking Trailer Boats in One Frame
per Minute Videos
In monitoring recreational fishing effort for fisheries management, com-
puter vision is pursued to track trailer boat on one frame per minute
(1-fpm) videos. Yet conventional tracking methods developed to in-
terpret videos where the appearance and motion of an object is con-
tinuous, cannot be used to track objects seen on 1-fpm videos, where
objects move in a sudden and unpredictable manner and where the
background is dynamic. Built upon the reliable multi-feature based
object matching, this paper proposes a novel trailer boat tracking ap-
proach to computer boat counting at maritime boat ramp. With pro-
posed method, each boat is tracked as a boat-vehicle combo which is
a combination of a trailered boat and a towing vehicle, and the rela-
tionship between these two components is traced across consecutive
frames. In particular to mitigate the discontinuity caused by the 1-fpm
frame rate, I adopt rules that describe boat launching and retrieving
lifespan.
6.1 Introduction
The surveillance of maritime boat ramp, which is required by fisheries
management, aims to balance the sustainability of fisheries stocks and
the impacts of fishing on the environment with the economic opportu-
nities they offer. Recreational fishers account for a substantial propor-
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tion of the harvest taken from many inshore fisheries. Thus overlook-
ing key boat ramps by camera is able to monitor trends in recreational
fishing effort over time. In practice, low image capture frequency is
chosen to ensure the adequate detection of a vessel launching and
retrieval, while minimizing the number of images stored, and hence
the time required to interpret this footage. In this work, we address
the challenge of tracking trailer boat in one frame per minute (1-fpm)
videos (i.e., the image capture frequency is one image every 60 sec-
onds).
Visual object tracking in low-frame-rate (LFR) videos is a highly
challenging problem in the computer vision community, because the
location and orientation of an object can change in a highly unpre-
dictable fashion between frames when they are captured at a low fre-
quency. In the context of maritime boat ramp traffic surveillance, we
attempt to track the movement of trailered boats, when they are ob-
served in 1-fpm videos. The minute-by-minute discontinuity seen in
LFR video is problematic because of unpredictable variations of ob-
ject on appearance, scale, and motion, and because backgrounds can
be dynamic. For example, Figure 6.1 shows two consecutive frames
captured at 1-fpm during surveillance of maritime boat ramp traffic.
As seen, the objects of interest (the boat and towing vehicle) move
abruptly between frames, resulting in rapid changes of object size and
location in the second frame. Unlike high frequency 10 frame per sec-
ond (fps) video, the discontinuity seen in 1-fpm videos can result in
sudden apparent changes to the background, which will hinder the
detectability of moving objects. For example, piles of leaves on the
road may float from one to another place over a 60-second period.
Moreover, the appearance of the land-water interface seen in these
scenes can be highly dynamic because of changes in levels of illumina-
tion, tidal height, and reflectance throughout the day, and throughout
the year. Object tracking in this context is therefore especially chal-
lenging.
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Figure 6.1: Two consecutive frames captured at 1-fpm showing the
abrupt change in the scale and motion of a pair of objects (a trailered
boat and vehicle). The region-of-interest (ROI) includes areas of land
and water as seen inside the red polygon, and the boundary between
water and land is shown by the yellow line.
Conventional tracking methods such as particle filtering (Rui &
Chen, 2001; Zhou et al., 2004; Bruno, 2004; Breitenstein et al., 2010)
and kernel tracking (Comaniciu et al., 2000, 2003; Wang et al., 2013;
Shen et al., 2010) are not suitable methods for tracking objects in afore-
mentioned scenario due to the discontinuity of object motion and ap-
pearance. These conventional tracking methods have been designed
to track objects when images are collected at high frequencies of at
least 20 frames per second. Actually almost all traditional methods
assume that the motion of target is smooth with no abrupt variations
(Yilmaz et al., 2006). Some existing methods further constrain the tar-
get motion to be of constant velocity or constant acceleration based on
a priori information. We cannot, however, impose such constraints on
the motion or appearance of objects under LFR conditions.
Existing methods for LFR tracking rely on advanced motion model
and data association (Porikli & Tuzel, 2005b; Y. Li et al., 2008; Chuang
et al., 2015) to robustly detect objects from videos taken at 1 to 10 fps,
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but these methods are unsuitable for 1-fpm videos where the image
capture rate is far slower, and the motion and appearance of an object
changes more abruptly and unpredictable. Therefore, new LFR ob-
ject tracking method with even stronger temporal matching and data
association is required to simultaneously deal with all possible unpre-
dictable object configurations and dynamic backgrounds. This work
thus focuses on: how to model robustly land and water composite
scenes; how to model object effectively; and how to mitigate motion
discontinuity caused by LFR.
The philosophy of my method is to track the combination of trail-
ered boat and towing vehicle, namely boat-vehicle combo, as the trailer
boat, where the relationship between the trailered boat and vehicle
is modeled in multiple feature space, and tracked across consecutive
frames. This is based on our observation that a trailered boat is always
pushed by a vehicle approaching the water area during launching,
while a retrieved boat is always pulled by a vehicle departing from
the boat ramp. During the one-minute interval between two consec-
utive images, the orientation of each object and their joint configura-
tion may change dramatically and jump to next status of interest. To
increase the motion continuity and make object more traceable un-
der LFR conditions, we investigate the behavior of boats and vehicles
passing across boat ramps, and extract lifespan templates to character-
ize boat launching and retrieval behavior. Based on these templates,
tracking rules for trailer boat are derived to mitigate to the maximum
motion discontinuity seen in LFR videos.
The main contributions of this chapter are as follows:
• To improve tracking performance, I conduct boat-vehicle combo
modeling and simultaneously track two associated objects (a trail-
ered boat and vehicle) in 1-fpm videos.
• To deal with the motion discontinuity, I adopt boat launching
and retrieval lifespan rules in motion prediction to improve trace-
ability under LFR conditions.
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• I experimentally validate my method on a large variety of LFR
scenarios. I quantitatively and qualitatively compare my method
with several state-of-the-art algorithms to show that mine pro-
duces more accurate and reliable results.
6.2 Related Work
6.2.1 Combo Object Tracking
Object tracking typically makes the use of a dynamic model to pre-
dict the object’s position from its past trajectory. Conventional dy-
namic models predict the position for each object solely based on its
own history, without accounting for the remaining scene objects. Ac-
tually, people are not moving individually, but they closely interact
with their environment, which includes not only other people, but
also different scene objects.
Pellegrini et al. (Pellegrini, Ess, Schindler, & Van Gool, 2009) ex-
ploited a model of dynamic social behavior, which can improve track-
ing performance at busy locations due to the consideration of social
interactions of multiple targets and scene knowledge. Baumgartner
et al. (Baumgartner, Mitzel, & Leibe, 2013) introduced a probabilistic
algorithm for classifying such person-object interactions, associating
objects to persons, and predicting how the interaction will most likely
continue in challenging real-world scenarios with a moving camera.
Yamaguchi et al. (Yamaguchi, Berg, Ortiz, & Berg, 2011) proposed an
agent-based behavioral model of pedestrians to improve tracking per-
formance in realistic scenarios. In their model, pedestrians are viewed
as decision-making agents who consider a variety of personal, so-
cial, and environmental factors to determine where to go next. The
estimation of pedestrian behavior is formulated as an energy mini-
mization on this model. Pellegrini et al. (Pellegrini, Ess, & Van Gool,
2010) developed a third-order graphical model which can jointly es-
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timate correct trajectories and group memberships over a short time
window. The proposed model attempts to improved data association
in semi-crowded environment, where people are still distinguished
as individually moving entities undergoing many interactions with
other people in their direct surrounding.
Since these works were not developed for object tracking in LFR
data, however, and they did not consider abrupt changes in the loca-
tion and appearance changes of an object, as they rely on the smooth-
ness of an objects motion, i.e., small incremental change in object loca-
tions per frame. These methods cannot therefore be used to interpret
LFR data, where there is a high degree of motion discontinuity.
6.3 Tracking Trailer Boat in LFR Videos
In this section, I describe my trailer boat tracking algorithm as follows.
Moving objects are first detected and then combo objects are modeled
to recognize the relationship between a trailered boat and an associ-
ated towing vehicle. After combo object modeling, single and combo
objects are tracked by multi-feature based matching and data associa-
tion. The strategies for increasing the motion continuity presented in
Section 6.4 are further exploited to improve the tracking results under
LFR conditions.
6.3.1 Moving Object Detection
The detection of moving objects in a sequence of images is a funda-
mental task undertaken by many computer vision applications. A
very common technique for the detection of moving objects is back-
ground subtraction (Gao et al., 2009), where each frame is compared
against a background model, and pixels in the current image that de-
viate significantly from the background model are considered to be
moving objects. The connected components algorithm is applied to
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obtain a set of bounding boxes corresponding to the moving objects.
In practice, background modeling must be robust to environmental
change, yet sensitive enough to identify all moving objects of interest.
To cope with the dynamic maritime environment, I apply CBM-lw
(Zhao, Pang, Hartill, & Sarrafzadeh, 2015) , a cognitive background
modeling for land and water composition scenes proposed in Chap-
ter 5 to provide real-time traffic surveillance at maritime boat ramps.
CBM-lw treats land and water scene differently in background mod-
eling, as the background dynamics in these contexts differ markedly.
On land, the background is usually static, with little or no change in
topography. In contrast, water scenes are intrinsically dynamic, as
water is a reflective surface that moves continuously, often to vary-
ing degrees. The reflection of the sun on water, coupled with the un-
predictability of waves caused by the wind, moving vessels (wakes)
and tidal flows in the maritime environment creates situations where
background modeling is far more challenging. To improve perfor-
mance in this scenario, CBM-lw separates land and water scenes by
constructing a computing model, in which different learning rates and
background updating strategies are exploited for areas of land and
water, and the influence of tide, sunrise and sunset is considered to
account for changes in outdoor luminance. It has been demonstrated
that CBM-lw powered moving object detection can achieve better re-
sults and fewer false alarms of surveillance videos with changes in
luminance, tidal movement and dynamic backgrounds at three differ-
ent boat ramps.
6.3.2 Combo Object Modeling
For boat ramp surveillance, we need to keep track of trailered boats to
determine the number of boats that pass across a boat ramp through-
out the day. Normally, a trailered boat is pushed by a vehicle towards
the water when it is launched. After being put in the water, the boat
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Figure 6.2: Examples of boat-vehicle combo variation
and the vehicle separate from each other and disappear individually.
Similarly, a retrieved boat stays in the water to wait for a vehicle to
pick it up. After being taken out of the water, the trailer borne boat is
towed up the ramp by a vehicle and they leave together. In general, it
is necessary for us to consider the following four scenarios:
(1) A single boat in the water: a launched boat or one that is about
to be retrieved;
(2) A single vehicle on the ground: which is on the way to retrieving
a boat or about to leave the ramp after launching a boat;
(3) A boat-vehicle combo on the ground: that is about to launch a
boat or leave the ramp after retrieving a boat;
(4) A boat-vehicle combo at the intersection of land and water with
the boat still attached to the trailer.
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The object of interest is seen either in the status of single object
(i.e., a boat or a vehicle) or a boat-vehicle combo. The accurate detec-
tion of object of interest from a scene is required to overcome problems
caused by complex dynamic background, abrupt apparent changes in
motion and short target lifespan. Within the one-minute interval be-
tween two consecutive images, variations of the two associated com-
ponents in a combo are usually quite dramatic in scale and appear-
ance. However it’s worth noting that the spatial configuration of combo
is found involving only small variations and falls often in a certain
lifespan pattern. The first and second rows of Figure 6.2 show two ex-
amples of combos seen in three consecutive frames in which the con-
figuration of each combo is plotted as a pair of bounding boxes. As
seen, the spatial configuration of combo changes slightly across the
frames, by which the behavior of combo is obviously more traceable
than that of any single object with its appearance varying abruptly.
Thus, I address combo object modeling as follows:
Detecting Combo
When a boat is towed, the vehicle is active driving and the trailered
boat is passive. The minimum distance between two objects is shown
when the front of the trailered boat faces the rear of vehicle. This dis-
tance increases when the vehicle turns to either left or right. This dis-
tance reaches a maximum when the passive object (i.e., the trailered
boat) starts to move in following the active object motion. Figure 6.3
illustrates the spatial configuration of a combo object made up of two
single objects: an active towing vehicle and a passive trailered boat.
Let us denote the passive and active object by oi and oj with their cen-
ters identified as A and B, respectively. As seen, when the oi front
faces the rear of oj , the minimum distance between two objects gives
as the length of line segment AB. When the active object oj turns di-
rection until point A, D and E lie on a straight line, the two objects
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Figure 6.3: Spatial configurations for a combo in terms of the distance
between the centers of two single objects. The minimum distance is
shown as the length of line segment AB when the oi front faces the
rear of oj . When point A, D and E lie on a straight line, the distance
reaches the maximum, which is the length of line segment AB′.
distance reaches the maximum, which is the length of line segment
AB′. In judging boat-vehicle combo, I summarize that two detected
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objects form a boat-vehicle combo if the following rule is satisfied:
1
2
wi +
1
2
wj + ε ≤ dij ≤ 12
√
(wi2 + hi
2) + (wj2 + hj
2) + 2wj
√
wi2 + hi
2 + ε,
(6.1)
where dij is the Euclidean distance between the center of oi and oj ,
(wi, hi) and (wj , hj) are the width and height of bounding box of oi
and oj , respectively, and ε is the gap between two bounding boxes. In
practice, ε is negligible as compared to the size of boat and vehicle.
Therefore, the above rule (6.1) can be simplified as
1
2
wi +
1
2
wj ≤ dij ≤ 12
√
(wi2 + hi
2) + (wj2 + hj
2) + 2wj
√
wi2 + hi
2.
(6.2)
Tracking Combo
A straightforward solution to tracking a combo is to treat the combo as
a combined single object, which is represented as a bounding box con-
taining both boat and vehicle, and conduct typical single object track-
ing. As we know, object tracking very much relies on robust object
feature description. A combo object has normally bigger than single
object bounding box, which more likely to cause invalidity of feature
for object tracking across frames, and which causes eventually false
negatives.
Consider in practice the retrieving boat is pulled by the vehicle
when they leave the boat ramp, while the launching boat is pushed
by the vehicle and they move backwards to the shoreline. Thus in a
combo, the boat is always closer to water area than the vehicle. Thus,
we assume that the object closer to the shoreline is the boat, and the
other in the combo is the vehicle. Based on the above assumption,
comparisons of objects can be made for each combo components. A
combo identified in sequential images is considered to be matched if
the trailered boats and towing vehicles identified are also individually
matched. The disadvantage of this method is, under LFR conditions,
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one object may be more recognizable than the other, so we cannot
treat them equally without the consideration of unbalanced variations
among different objects.
The second method can be revised to cope with the unbalanced
variations by regarding a combo to be matched across images if ei-
ther the vehicle or the trailered boat is matched. The drawback of this
method is, it cannot make use of the distinctions provided by the com-
bined single object of a combo. To reduce false negatives and take ad-
vantage of the characteristics of both the combined single object and
two single objects, we adopt in our practice a joint strategy, where a
combo identified in two consecutive images is considered to be the
same either of the single objects or the combined object is matched
across images.
6.3.3 Multi-feature for Single Object Matching
I fully consider the characteristics of each object, and choose the most
discriminative feature set for each object type to measure the similar-
ity between objects. A combination of various useful features, includ-
ing appearance-based, texture-based and geometry-based features, gives
a reliable solution to object tracking in LFR case, as it is robust to sev-
eral sources of variation, including motion discontinuity, illumination
changes, dynamic background, appearance changes and image noise.
Let us denote detected single object in frame t and t− 1 by et and et−1,
respectively. To measure the proximity between two objects, I describe
the detected object by the following three features:
Histogram of Intensity: Pixel intensity distribution provides global
information about objects, as this metric is tolerant to small changes
on illumination, motion, viewing direction, and pose. Let us denote
φ(et) and φ(et−1) as the intensity histogram of et and et−1 respectively.
The difference between φ(et) and φ(et−1) is calculated by the vector
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cosine angle distance,
D(φ(et), φ(et−1)) =
∑M
i=1 φ(et)φ(et−1)√∑M
i=1 φ(et)
2
√∑M
i=1 φ(et−1)
2
, (6.3)
where i is the histogram bin index, andM is the number of bins, which
is often determined by cross-validation tests. In our experiments,M =
16. Based on (6.3), the likelihood of intensity distribution for single
object matching can be calculated as,
pv(et−1|et) ∝ exp
(
−D
2(φ(et), φ(et−1))
2σ2
)
, (6.4)
where σ is the standard deviation of the normal distribution.
Average Intensity of Interest Points: This metric is used to cope
with marked changes in appearance and abrupt shifts in object loca-
tions that arise when low frame rate of videos are used. The average
intensity of interest points is introduced to measure the similarity be-
tween objects. This measure is much more robust than intensity his-
tograms to marked changes in object appearance caused by dynamic
background, short lifespan targets, and discontinuity in motion.
I choose the Speeded Up Robust Features (Surf) (Bay, Ess, Tuyte-
laars, & Van Gool, 2008) metric as the descriptor of interest points,
because Surf is invariant to rotation, changes in scale, transformation,
varying levels of illumination and small changes in viewpoint. More-
over, Surf is computationally quicker than similar approaches, such as
Sift (Lowe, 1999).
Let us denote η(et) and η(et−1) as the average intensity of interest
points of two single objects, respectively. The distance between η(et)
and η(et−1) is calculated by
D(η(et), η(et−1)) = |η(et)− η(et−1)|. (6.5)
Then the likelihood of average intensity of interest points for single
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object matching can be calculated as
pa(et−1|et) ∝ exp
(
−D
2(η(et), η(et−1))
2σ2
)
, (6.6)
Texture Feature: Texture describes the intensity variation of a sur-
face which quantifies properties such as regularity and smoothness.
In this case, we use the LBP texture operator (Heikkila & Pietikainen,
2006) which combines statistical and structural models of texture, and
labels the pixels of an image region by thresholding the neighborhood
of each pixel with the center value and treating the result as a binary
number (binary pattern).
The LBP texture operator can be defined as
LBPP,R(xc, yc) =
∑P−1
p=0 f(gp − gc)2p,
f(x) =
{
1 x ≥ σ
0 x < σ
(6.7)
where gc refers to the gray value of the center pixel (xc, yc) of a local
neighborhood, gp denotes the gray values of P equally spaced pix-
els on a circle of radius R, and σ represents a given threshold which
makes the LBP more robust against these negligible changes in pixel
values. A relatively small value of σ should be used so as to retain the
discriminative power of the LBP operator. In our experiments, we set
R = 3, P = 6 and σ = 3 as the result of cross-validation tests.
Let us denote ψ(et) and ψ(et−1) as the LBP histogram of two de-
tected single objects et and et−1, respectively. To measure the dissim-
ilarity of texture distribution between two single objects, we chose to
use the χ2−Distance as the distance metric in our experiments:
D(ψ(et), ψ(et−1)) =
M∑
i=1
2(ψ(et)− ψ(et−1))2
(ψ(et) + ψ(et−1))
, (6.8)
where i is the histogram bin index. Based on (6.8), the likelihood of
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texture feature for single object matching can be calculated as
pt(et−1|et) ∝ exp
(
−D
2(ψ(et), ψ(et−1))
2σ2
)
, (6.9)
6.3.4 Features for Combo Object Matching
Let us denote the observed boat-vehicle combo in frame t and t− 1 by
zt and zt−1, respectively. mt and mt−1 refer to the corresponding com-
bined single object (i.e., one bounding box containing boat and vehi-
cle). Vehicle object vt and boat object bt are in combo zt, and vehicle
object vt−1 and boat object bt−1 are from combo zt−1. In matching the
two frames objects, distance calculation is performed on three pairs:
{mt,mt−1}, {vt, vt−1} and {bt, bt−1}. The dissimilarity of two combos is
defined as the minimum of distance of these three pairs, according to
the strategy described in Section 6.3.2. To measure the similarity be-
tween two combos, four features, namely histogram of intensity, aver-
age intensity of interest points, texture feature and average intensity
ratio of vehicle to boat, are investigated as follows:
Let D(zt, zt−1) be the intensity distance of combo zt and zt−1. The
intensity histogram of mt, mt−1, vt, bt, vt−1 and bt−1 is given as φ(mt),
φ(mt−1), φ(vt), φ(bt), φ(vt−1) and φ(bt−1), respectively. The difference
between the intensity distribution of three pairs, {mt,mt−1}, {vt, vt−1}
and {bt, bt−1}, can be computed by the vector cosine angle distance,
D(φ(mt), φ(mt−1)) =
∑M
i=1 φ(mt)φ(mt−1)√∑M
i=1 φ(mt)
2
√∑M
i=1 φ(mt−1)
2
, (6.10)
D(φ(vt), φ(vt−1)) =
∑M
i=1 φ(vt)φ(vt−1)√∑M
i=1 φ(vt)
2
√∑M
i=1 φ(vt−1)
2
, (6.11)
D(φ(bt), φ(bt−1)) =
∑M
i=1 φ(bt)φ(bt−1)√∑M
i=1 φ(bt)
2
√∑M
i=1 φ(bt−1)
2
, (6.12)
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where i is the histogram bin index, and M is the number of bins. The
same as the case for single object matching, M is set as 16. The dif-
ference of intensity distribution between zt and zt−1 is calculated as,
D(zt, zt−1) = min{D(φ(mt), φ(mt−1)),
D(φ(vt), φ(vt−1)), D(φ(bt), φ(bt−1))}; (6.13)
and the likelihood of intensity distribution for combo matching be-
tween zt and zt−1 can be defined by
pv(zt−1|zt) ∝ exp
(
−D
2(zt, zt−1)
2σ2
)
. (6.14)
Applying (6.10)-(6.13) to the above introduced average intensity of
interest points and texture feature, we are able to have respectively the
likelihood of average intensity and texture feature for combo match-
ing.
Average Intensity Ratio of Vehicle to Boat: To characterize the re-
lationship between two combo components (i.e., the vehicle and the
trailered boat), the ratio of vehicle to boat in terms of average inten-
sity is measured in the purpose of matching combos in consecutive
images. Let us denote the average intensity ratio of zt and zt−1 by
ζ(zt) and ζ(zt−1), respectively. Then, the difference between ζ(zt) and
ζ(zt−1) is calculated as
D(ζ(zt), ζ(zt−1)) = |ζ(zt)− ζ(zt−1)|; (6.15)
and the likelihood of average intensity ratio for combo matching is
given as
pr(zt−1|zt) ∝ exp
(
−D
2(ζ(zt), ζ(zt−1))
2σ2
)
. (6.16)
6.3.5 Feature Likelihood Fusion
In calculating matching score, I conduct the fusion of multiple features
and define the matching score separately for single and combo object.
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For single object, I simply combine multiple features introduced
above. Then, the likelihood for single object matching can be calcu-
lated as
p(et−1|et) =
∏
i=1
pi(et−1|et), (6.17)
where i is the index of features. In our case, three different features
are considered, which follows that pi(et−1|et) can be the likelihood of
intensity distribution (6.4), average intensity of interest points (6.6) or
texture feature (6.9). The score for single object matching is calculated
as
δe(et−1, et) = ln p(et−1|et). (6.18)
For combo object, we combine multiple features, and compare frame
t against t− 1 detected objects, which include vehicle, boat, and their
combined single object. Then, the likelihood for combo object match-
ing is calculated as
p(zt−1|zt) =
∏
i=1
pi(zt−1|zt), (6.19)
where i is the index of features. In this case, four different features
are used, which follows that pi(zt−1|zt) is the likelihood of intensity
distribution (6.14), average intensity of interest points, texture feature
and average intensity ratio (6.16), respectively. Note that each like-
lihood here involves three single objects (i.e., vehicle, boat and their
combined single object) matching. Thus, the score for combo object
matching can be calculated as
δz(zt−1, zt) = ln p(zt−1|zt). (6.20)
6.3.6 Data Association
Data association addresses the issue of determining the correspond-
ing relationships between targets and detections. Among existing
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Algorithm 2 Proposed Data Association
Input: set of targetsEt−1 and Zt−1, set of detectionsEt and Zt, trajectory Teit−1 and
Tzit−1, matching score Seit−1 and Szit−1
Output: trajectory Tejt and Tz
j
t
1: /* Computing matching score for each target-detection pair */
2: calculate δe(eit−1, e
j
t ) and δz(zit−1, z
j
t ) for all i, j based on (6.18) and (6.20), repec-
tively.
3: /* Data association for single objects */
4: while Et−1 6= ∅ ∧ Et 6= ∅ do
5:
(ei
∗
t−1, e
j∗
t )← argmax
eit−1∈Et−1,ejt∈Et
(Seit−1 + δe(e
i
t−1, e
j
t ))
6: Tej
∗
t ← Tei
∗
t−1 ∪ ej
∗
t .
7: S
ej
∗
t
← Sei∗t−1 + δe(e
i∗
t−1, e
j∗
t ).
8: Et−1 ← Et−1 \ ei∗t−1.
9: Et ← Et \ ej
∗
t .
10: end while
11: /* Data association for combo objects */
12: while Zt−1 6= ∅ ∧ Zt 6= ∅ do
13:
(zi
∗
t−1, z
j∗
t )← argmax
zit−1∈Zt−1,zjt∈Zt
(Szit−1 + δz(z
i
t−1, z
j
t ))
14: Tzj
∗
t ← Tzi
∗
t−1 ∪ zj
∗
t .
15: S
zj
∗
t
← Szi∗t−1 + δz(z
i∗
t−1, z
j∗
t ).
16: Zt−1 ← Zt−1 \ zi∗t−1.
17: Zt ← Zt \ zj
∗
t .
18: end while
approaches, Global Nearest Neighbor Standard Filter (GNNSF) (Bar-
Shalom & Fortmann, 1988) and Multi-Hypothesis Tracking (MHT)
(Reid, 1979) associate all the detections (or one of the detections) with
one of the targets; whereas the Joint Probabilistic Data Association Fil-
ter (JPDAF) (Fortmann, Bar-Shalom, & Scheffe, 1983) makes use of all
the detections to update all targets. Also, greedy approach (Breitenstein
et al., 2010) assigns detections to targets to obtain a good score func-
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tion.
My approach is based on the classical greedy approach. To cope
with the motion discontinuity and short lifespan of targets under the
low frame rate scenarios, I consider the temporal correlations of ob-
jects throughout the target lifespan rather than over only the latest
two frames. The procedure of our data association for each frame at
time t is summarized in Algorithm 2.
Let us denote the t − 1 ending trajectory of single object et−1 and
combo zt−1 by Tet−1 and Tzt−1, respectively. Then, the matching score
of Tet−1 and Tzt−1, which are denoted as Set−1 and Szt−1 respectively,
can be obtained by summing up the matching cost of all associations
in the trajectory. The pair of object with maximum score, single or
combo, is iteratively selected by
(ei
∗
t−1, e
j∗
t )← arg max
eit−1∈Et−1,ejt∈Et
(Seit−1 + δe(e
i
t−1, e
j
t)), (6.21)
where Et−1 is the set of single targets and Et is the set of single detec-
tions.
The trajectory of matching object ej
∗
t can be obtained by,
Tej
∗
t ← Tei
∗
t−1 ∪ ej
∗
t , (6.22)
where the matching cost can be calculated as,
S
ej
∗
t
← Sei∗t−1 + δe(e
i∗
t−1, e
j∗
t ). (6.23)
The searching of the target-detection pairs (ei∗t−1, e
j∗
t ) is repeated until
no further valid pair is available. Detections which are not associated
with any targets are considered as new targets or false alarms.
Note that for combo object association, the above procedure of
(6.21)-(6.23) can be applied to combo object zt−1 and zt for searching
best matching detection.
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Figure 6.4: Different lifespan templates l(a) to 1(l) symbolizing alterna-
tive ways in which a boat launching may appear in LFR videos. The
blue dashed line represents the boundary between water and land,
with its left as water and right as land. The rectangle denotes a combo
with the boat to the left and vehicle to the right. The colour indicates
different objects.
6.4 Increasing Motion Continuity in LFR Videos
Consider object tracking in 1-fpm videos. During the one-minute in-
terval between two consecutive images, object in observation may
change dramatically and jump to next status of interest. For example
when launching boats, the trailered boat may show up at the shore-
line in one frame, then disappear afterwards frames (i.e., the depar-
ture of the towing vehicle is not recorded, as it happens within the 1
minute interval); In the case of retrieving boat, one frame may capture
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Figure 6.5: Different lifespan templates r(a) to r(l) symbolizing alter-
native ways in which a boat retrieval may appear in LFR videos.
a vehicle on land, with the next frame showing a boat-vehicle combo
moving off the ramp (i.e., the activity of picking up boat at shoreline
is not recorded, as it happens within the 1 minute interval). Therefore
due to LFR of 1-fpm, the status of an object varies erratically with a
high degree of discontinuity in the video.
6.4.1 Lifespan Template
To mitigate the motion discontinuity seen in LFR videos, the pro-
posed approach is to fill in the information gap with the tracking prior
knowledge, which can be discovered from the practice of boat launch-
ing and retrieving activities. As such, I characterize the behavior of
boats and vehicles passing across boat ramps into a list of templates.
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Figures 6.4 and 6.5 present those lifespan templates for boat launching
and retrieving, respectively. In these figures, the dashed line repre-
sents the boundary between water and land, with its left as water and
right as land. The rectangle denotes a combo object with the boat on
the left and the vehicle on the right (recall that the trailered boat is al-
ways closer to the water than the car during launching and retrieval).
The numbers in each template denote the stage of the lifespan. The
first stage of a lifespan (s = 1) refers to the first occurrence of an object.
The last stage is the lifespan end, after which the objects disappear
from the Region of Interest. Once an object appears, its stage number
increases by one when its status (to be defined below) changes.
The status of a single object is determined by the current location
of the object as either @land, @water, or @shoreline. Specifically, if
the object bounding box is in the water area (see above for the defini-
tion of water area), then the status @water is assigned; if the distance
from bounding box center to the shoreline is not greater than half of
the bounding box width, then the current object status @shoreline is
assigned; otherwise the status @land is used to classify the object.
The status of a combo object is based on that assigned to the ve-
hicle when it is treated as a single object. For example in Figure 6.4
(a), the status of a launching boat-vehicle combo is assigned the sta-
tus @land in stage 1 when it first appears part way down the ramp,
which is then reassigned as @shoreline in stage 2 when the vehicle
has backed the trailered boat down to the shore to launch the boat
in a following frame, and it is then assigned the status @land for the
final stage 3 as the vehicle departs from the ramp. Similarly, Figure
6.5 (a) demonstrates a lifespan template for a boat retrieval. In stage
1, a single object (the vehicle) is assigned the status @land, while an-
other single object (the boat) is classified as @water; these two single
objects then connect to form a combo object with the status @shoreline
in stage 2, and this combo is assigned the @land in stage 3 as it departs
the ramp.
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Figure 6.6: Illustration of eleven rules R(a) to R(k) for trailer boat track-
ing.
Algorithm 3 Implementation of Tracking Rule
Input: trajectory Tojt and Tz
j
t , set of rules for trailer boat tracking R.
Output: updated trajectory T
′
ojt and T
′
zjt
1: label lifespan stages on trajectory Tojt as Section 6.4.1;
2: find current single object trajectory Tojt aligned rule r∗ in R;
3: T
′
ojt ← update Tojt with r∗ as in Fig. 6.6;
4: label lifespan stages on trajectory Tzjt as Section 6.4.1;
5: find current combo trajectory Tzjt aligned rule r∗ in R;
6: T
′
zjt ← update Tzjt with r∗ as in Fig. 6.6;
6.4.2 Tracking Rule
By observing boat launchings and retrievals, I have derived a total
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of eleven rules for trailer boat tracking, which mitigate the motion dis-
continuity seen in 1-fpm frame rate videos. The details are provided
in the Appendix of this paper. Figure 6.6 gives an illustration of these
rules. For simplicity, I explain four most important rules here, which
are shown in the first row of Figure 6.6.
R(a) By boat launching lifespan templates {l(a), l(b), l(c), l(d)} given
in Figure 6.4, the target behavior is understood that if a combo
object moves from @land to @shoreline in first two stages, then
the object is unlikely back to @land for the future. This rule can
be formulated as:
{(z ∈ @land) ∧ (s = 1)} ∧ {(z ∈ @shoreline) ∧ (s = 2)}
→ z /∈ @land, for ∀s >= 3,
(6.24)
where a combo may go from @land to @shoreline for mainte-
nance purposes, then back to @land and leave without the boat
being taken off the trailer, but the probability of this is extremely
low in the practice of boat launching.
R(b) By boat launching lifespan templates {l(e), l(f)} given in Figure
6.4, the target behavior is understood that if a combo object ap-
pears on @land in stage 1, and its vehicle presents at @shoreline
in stage 2, then the combo is unlikely back to @land in following
frames. This rule can be formulated as
{(o ⊂ z) ∧ (z ∈ @land) ∧ (s = 1)} ∧ {(o ∈ @shoreline) ∧ (s = 2)}
→ z /∈ @land, for ∀s >= 3,
(6.25)
where the driver may change their mind and pick up the a boat
they have just launched, thereby reconstructing a combo before
going back to @land and leaving, but the probability of this is
extremely low in the practice of boat launching.
R(c) By boat retrieving lifespan templates {r(a), r(b), r(c), r(d)} given
in Figure 6.5, the target behavior is understood that if a single ob-
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ject appears on @land in stage 1, and it forms a combo at @shore-
line in stage 2, then the vehicle is unlikely to appear as a single
object with an assigned status of @land at a following stage. This
rule can be formulated as:
{(o ∈ @land) ∧ (s = 1)} ∧ {(o ⊂ z) ∧ (z ∈ @shoreline) ∧ (s = 2)}
→ o /∈ @land, for ∀s >= 3,
(6.26)
where a vehicle may move from @land to @shoreline to retrieve
a boat, and the driver may then change their mind and depart
without their boat, but the probability of this is extremely low in
the practice of boat retrieving.
R(d) By boat retrieving lifespan template {r(l)} given in Figure 6.5,
the target behavior is understood that if a combo object moves
from @shoreline to @land in first two stages, then the object is
unlikely back to @shoreline for the future as it is far more likely
to depart from the ramp. This rule can be formulated as:
{(z ∈ @shoreline) ∧ (s = 1)} ∧ {(z ∈ @land) ∧ (s = 2)}
→ z /∈ @shoreline, for ∀s >= 3,
(6.27)
where a combo containing a retrieved boat comes from @shore-
line to @land, and the driver may then change their mind and go
back to @shoreline again, but the probability of this is extremely
low in the practice of boat retrieving.
The application of these rules is described in Algorithm 3, where
the set of rules for trailer boat tracking R concludes total eleven rules
detailed in the Appendix.
6.5 Experimental Results
The image data I used for my experiments was collected by New
Zealand’s National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA).
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NIWA has established a network of web cameras overlooking key
boat ramps, on behalf of the Ministry for Primary Industries, to mon-
itor trends in recreational fishing effort over time. With this moni-
toring system, one image is captured per minute for each web cam-
era, providing 1440 images of a monitored ramp on each day. Table
2.1 describes the experimental data, which includes image sequences
captured at Waitangi, Takapuna and Raglan boat ramp between 2010
and 2012, and gives the number of frames, and the number of boat
retrievals counted manually for each ramp from each year. The frame
size of the video is 720 × 576 pixels, and the frame rate is 1 frame per
minute. The total number of frames tested for Waitangi, Takapuna
and Raglan is 230,400, 241,920 and 249,120, respectively.
In my experiment, the proposed tracking approach was compared
with the state-of-the-art approaches. The same initializations were set
to all algorithms for fair comparison. The parameters of all methods
were tuned to achieve the best performance, and the ground truth was
manually labeled in advance for comparisons. The proposed system
was implemented in Matlab. It was run on a Quad Core 3.4 GHZ
CPU with 8 GByte memory. The whole process was fully automated
and required no manual intervention.
6.5.1 Comparison of Combo versus Single Object Track-
ing
To evaluate the performance of the proposed tracking approach, I
compare the proposed method with the following three different meth-
ods on the ability to track trailer boat at maritime boat ramps: (1)
tracking a towed trailer boat as a combined single object; (2) tracking
a towed trailer boat as two separate single objects; and (3) tracking a
towed trailer boat as either a vehicle or a trailered boat.
Figure 6.7 presents the tracking results of the same trailer boat in
four consecutive frames, in which a solid line rectangle represents a
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Figure 6.7: Tracking results of the same combo in four consecutive
frames by four methods: (a) method 1, (b) method 2, (c) method 3,
and (d) mine.
single detected object, and a dashed line rectangle denotes a detected
combo object. The colour of the rectangle indicates different objects.
Figure 6.7(a)-(c) show tracking results generated by methods (1)-(3)
and the proposed method Figure 6.7(d).
As seen from Figure 6.7(a), tracking combo as a combined single
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object fails to locate the trailer boat in frame ]2, because the appear-
ance of the single combined object changed dramatically. In Figure
6.7(b), tracking combo as two single objects also lost the object of inter-
est since frame ]2. Figure 6.7 (c) shows that the approach of tracking
combo as either vehicle or boat correctly matches the trailer boat in
frame ]2 and ]3, but fails in frame ]4. In contrast to above approaches,
my method tracks successfully as seen in Figure 6.7(d) the trailer boat
in all three frames.
6.5.2 Tracking Results Improved by Increasing Motion
Continuity
The proposed tracking algorithm attempts to increase the motion con-
tinuity of objects and make them more traceable, therefore the track-
ing results can be improved by the strategies discussed in Section 6.4.
Figure 6.8 shows four examples (rows) that demonstrate the improved
tracking results. In the figure, the rectangle and dashed rectangle rep-
resent a single and combo object, respectively, with a different colour
denoting different object. Column ]1-]3 shows tracking results in three
consecutive frames, whereas column ]4 displays the improved results
from column ]3 using the strategies described in Section 6.4.
In the case illustrated in Figure 6.8(a), as a combo, a launched boat
is pushed by a vehicle from @land in ]1 to @shoreline in ]2. Nor-
mally, after being put in the water, the boat and vehicle are separated
from each other, which means the combo does not exist and cannot
come back to @land again. The initial result shows that this combo
is wrongly tracked @land in ]3. Using (6.24), the tracking result is
revised as shown in ]4.
The second case is displayed in Figure 6.8(b). In a combo, a re-
trieving boat is pulled by a vehicle from @shoreline in ]1 to @land in
]2, then they should leave the boat ramp instead of coming back to
@shoreline. If this combo is tracked @shoreline in ]3, undoubtedly,
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Figure 6.8: Several cases showing tracking results improved by in-
creasing the motion continuity of objects.
this result should be modified as seen in ]4 according to (6.25).
Figure 6.8(c) shows the third case. A vehicle goes from @land in ]1
to @shoreline and constructs a combo with a retrieving boat in ]2, then
this combo should appear @land or disappear. If this vehicle occurs
alone on @land in ]3, definitely, this tracking result should be revised
as illustrated in ]4 according to (6.26).
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Table 6.1: Boat counting accuracy on Waitangi, Raglan and Takapuna
boat ramp
Boat Ramp Days Monitored Boat Counting Accuracy
Waitangi 159 93.63%
Raglan 169 90.80%
Takapuna 160 90.69%
The last case is displayed in Figure 6.8(d). When a vehicle comes
from @land in ]1 to @shoreline in ]2 to pick up a retrieving boat,
normally, they should form a combo and leave together. The combo
might disappear before occurring in any frames, due to the frame rate
of 1 fpm. That vehicle should not present alone on @land in ]3, appar-
ently such tracking result should be modified as shown in ]4 accord-
ing to (6.27).
6.5.3 Boat Counting Accuracy
In this section, I apply proposed tracking method to conduct com-
puter boat counting at the three boat ramps, and evaluate boat count-
ing accuracy with reference to manual counts. Normally, a boat would
appear at a boat ramp twice in a day, once when it was launched be-
fore a trip, and again when it was retrieved. We cannot simply half the
number of boat counts for the day, since some non-trailer boats may be
included in the category of boats. For accurate boat counting, I count
boats using lifespan templates, since the behavior of a towed trailer
boat should match one of the twelve launching or twelve retrieving
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Figure 6.9: Scatter diagram of daily boat counting for Waitangi ramp
in 2010-2012.
lifespan templates shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. In other words, the
number of lifespans should equal the boat count as the behavior of the
traffic is now taken into account. Consider the number of launching
lifespans differs to that of retrieving lifespans, we calculate the num-
ber of boats using a ramp during a day as the average of the counts
made given these two sets of lifespan templates.
For performance measurement, I calculate boat counting accuracy
as the ratio of the number of objects correctly counted by the algo-
rithm against the number of boats from manual counting. These re-
sults are given for the three ramps: Waitangi, Takapuna and Raglan
in Table 6.1. The boat counting accuracy of Waitangi, and Raglan
and Takapuna reaches 93.63%, 90.80% and 90.69%, respectively. The
proposed method is seen giving consistent performance for all con-
ditions, which indicates that my approach is able to overcome prob-
lems associated with extremely dynamic land and water composition
scenes, and is capable of tracking objects successfully in the scenario
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Figure 6.10: Scatter diagram of daily boat counting for Takapuna ramp
in 2010-2012.
of 1-fpm.
Figures 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11 show the relationships between manual
and algorithm based counts of boats returning to the boat ramps at
Waitangi, Raglan and Takapuna, respectively. The correlations be-
tween these counts at each ramp are high, with R2 statistics ranging
from 0.886 at Raglan, to 0.930 at Waitangi. The slope of the linear
regression line for the three boat ramps is around 0.9. A plot of stan-
dardized residuals at all three sites suggests that show little evidence
of any trend in the residuals, and most counts are within 2 standard
deviations of the mean (Figures 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14).
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Figure 6.11: Scatter diagram of daily boat counting for Raglan ramp
in 2010-2012.
Table 6.2: Comparison of Boat Counting Performance in terms of
NRMSE in percentage.
Method PF EMS CPF STEREO Proposed
Waitangi 87.23 53.61 47.36 45.56 9.71
Raglan 84.49 51.58 45.57 42.31 9.62
Takapuna 89.62 59.32 51.43 48.47 9.83
Average 87.11 54.84 48.12 45.45 9.72
6.5.4 Counting Performance Evaluation with Existing
Algorithms
The boat counting performance of the proposed method was evalu-
ated and compared with one conventional tracking method, the par-
ticle filter (PF) (Khan, Balch, & Dellaert, 2005), and three LFR track-
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Figure 6.12: Plot of the standardized residual of the linear regression
model for Waitangi boat ramp.
ing methods: the extended mean shift (EMS) proposed by (Porikli &
Tuzel, 2005b), the cascade particle filter for LFR (CPF) (Y. Li et al.,
2008) and the object tracking in LFR stereo videos (STEREO) (Chuang
et al., 2015).
As a further measure of performance evaluation, I calculate the
differences between the manual ground truth counts for each day, and
those provided by the alternative computer vision algorithms in terms
of the normalized root mean squared error (NRMSE),
error =
√∑K
i=1(Ni − Ci)2
K
Nmax −Nmin , (6.28)
where N denotes the manual count of boats on each day, and C is the
boat count provided by an algorithm. K is the total number of days on
which boats are counted, and Nmax and Nmin represent the maximum
and minimum daily boat count provided by the manual counts.
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Figure 6.13: Plot of the standardized residual of the linear regression
model for Takapuna boat ramp.
Table 6.2 presents the NRMSE in percentage terms for five object
tracking methods at Waitangi, Raglan, and Takapuna, respectively. As
seen from the table, PF fails to track over 80% of the objects of interest,
since the conventional tracking methods rely on object motion con-
tinuity. Some strategies are provided by EMS, CPF and STEREO to
deal with abrupt motion in LFR data, and these methods performed
relatively better than PF, but the NRMSE statistics calculated for these
methods were still above 40%, which obviously does not satisfy our
application requirement for monitoring recreational fishing efforts over
time. In contrast, the NRMSE statistic for the proposed method av-
eraged less than 10% for all three maritime boat ramps. This demon-
strates that our approach is much more able to cope with abrupt object
movement and highly dynamic background.
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Figure 6.14: Plot of the standardized residual of the linear regression
model for Raglan boat ramp.
6.5.5 Discussion
For the proposed method, I further investigate four key factors that
could impact on boat counting performance. These are (1) modeling
land and water scenes separately (which we term the Landwater fac-
tor), (2) modeling boat-vehicle combo (Combo), (3) increasing motion
continuity of objects (Motion), and (4) utilizing lifespan templates of
launching and retrieving boat to improve counting accuracy (Lifes-
pan). A sensitivity experiment on these factors is performed using the
same data for evaluating boat counting performance, with one fac-
tor is dropped with each evaluation. The hypothesis is that my algo-
rithms would perform best when all of these factors are considered,
and that there would be a drop in performance when any of them is
ignored. The significance of each deselected factor should therefore
result in an increase in the NRMSE.
Figure 6.15 shows how the proposed method performs when each
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Figure 6.15: Boat counting performance in terms of NRMSE versus
unselected factors for object tracking. Each colour bar denotes one
factor that is not considered when tracking objects across frames.
factor is dropped, and when all factors are considered. As shown in
Figure 6.15, the Landwater factor has the greatest influence on the
counting performance. If without the consideration of tidal informa-
tion and modeling land and water scenes separately, the counting ac-
curacy is expected to reduce 13% in average. This can be explained
that if lack of accurate background estimation, the accuracy of object
detection may be substantially reduced. The second important is the
Combo factor, which causes over 9% counting accuracy loss as seen in
Fig. 6.15. This indicates that for trailer boat tracking, correlation be-
tween vehicle and boat contributes significantly to the success of boat
tracking and counting.
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6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, I propose a new algorithm for tracking trailer boats
seen in 1-fpm videos. The tracking of objects in this scenario is highly
challenging because of abrupt apparent changes in motion, appear-
ance discontinuity, short target lifespans and dynamic background
that occur in this context. Built upon the reliable multi-feature based
object matching, the proposed method investigates the correlation be-
tween the location of a tow vehicle and a boat seen in consecutive
frames, resulting in enhanced object tracking. In handling the infor-
mation loss caused by LFR, the proposed method uses the prior track-
ing knowledge, which I extract from the activity of boat launching
and retrieving, and which actually supplies reliable tracking informa-
tion on target location and status. Experimental comparative tests and
quantitative performance evaluations on a real-world boat-flow anal-
ysis and counting system demonstrate the benefits of the proposed
algorithm. However, my method may fail to track trailer boats, when
dramatic deformation simultaneously occurs to the trailered boat and
the associated towing vehicle as well as to the connection of the boat to
vehicle. To handle such variations, our method requires an explicit re-
covery way from failures. One of good solutions is to further improve
object appearance continuity in the tracking environment of 1-fpm. I
remain this as the future work.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
The aim of this work was to develop reliable computer vision tech-
niques to automate the monitoring of trends in recreational fishing
effort inferred from time lapse web camera imagery, i.e., automate the
process of counting trailered boats passing across boat ramps in LFR
of 1-fpm videos. Several issues were addressed, notably:
• the unusable images − resulting from radio interference of the
web camera systems, which would decrease the accuracy of back-
ground modeling and trailered boats detection.
• the changing portion of water in ROI at a maritime boat ramp
− due to tidal dynamics and other environmental influences,
which makes the handling of background updating more com-
plicated.
• the short lifespan of objects of interest − due to the LFR of 1-
fpm, which should be taken into account in trailered boats track-
ing.
• the discontinuous motion of an object − which usually occurs
when a video has a low frame rate or when the object moves
abruptly.
• the dramatic appearance changes of an object − caused by low
frame rate, pose, and changes in illumination.
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• the impact of sunrise and sunset − which make the detection
of trailered boats at these times of day challenging.
I introduced a new background modeling algorithm in Chapter
5. The proposed algorithm attempted to maintain computational effi-
ciency while providing more robustness to the achieved background
estimation of marine boat ramp scenes. A changing pattern on sun-
rise and sunset was included for handling outdoor scenes, taking into
account not only the intensity variance on each pixel but also an es-
timation of the changing rate over that pixel. Land and water scenes
were classified and treated separately to deal with the different back-
ground dynamics caused by changes in tidal state, reflectance, and
levels of illumination. An appropriate mechanism was established to
update the learning rate of each pixel, and to make a decision about
updating the background model value at that pixel. Specifically, with-
out being polluted with the corrupted images, my model was able to
cope with a variety of scene changes.
In Section 5.4, the proposed background modeling algorithm was
compared firstly with the SABS method (Gupte et al., 2002), which is
initially designed for detecting vehicles in a terrestrial situation, such
as on a highway, and which is our proposed method based on. Three
measures were used to assess the relative utility of these two back-
ground modeling approaches: their ability to detect data provided
by corrupted images; their robustness to changes in levels of lumi-
nance at sunrise and sunset, and their ability to handle variations in
tidal height. In all experiments, our proposed method proved to be
more robust to corrupted images, changing levels of luminance and
varying tidal height. To further demonstrate the contribution of back-
ground modeling to moving object detection, I evaluated object de-
tection performance by the proposed method for three maritime boat
ramps in New Zealand, by comparing my results with those provided
by four state-of-the-art methods (KaewTraKulPong & Bowden, 2002),
(Godbehere et al., 2012), (Gupte et al., 2002) and (Bloisi et al., 2014).
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Among these five methods in comparison, the proposed method ob-
tained consistently the best performance for all conditions, which in-
dicated that our approach was able to overcome the extremely dy-
namic land and water composition scene problems, and capable of
adapting to boat ramp surveillance sequences captured in a variety of
environments.
I also presented a novel trailered boat tracking algorithm in Chap-
ter 6, which can work robustly in challenging LFR scenarios, where
motion discontinuity and drastic appearance changes of an object can
occur simultaneously. The proposed algorithm accurately tracked the
trailered boat by making prediction on its movement, which is based
on our boat launching or retrieval behavior modelling. Consider sin-
gle object appearance varies severely over time. Our method tracked
combo object (i.e., a trailered boat and its associated towing vehicle) to
enhance tracking performance. In doing this, the connection between
two components in a combo was modelled and traced across consec-
utive frames. Further, the short target lifespan was efficiently handled
by using temporal correlations of objects throughout the lifespan by
proposing new data association.
In Section 6.5, the proposed trailered boat tracking method was
first assessed by two measures: its ability to track boat-vehicle combo
object and ability to handle low frame rate. Experimental compara-
tive tests demonstrated that better performance was achieved through
combo object tracking and the strategies for increasing the motion
continuity of object. To further reveal the contribution of object track-
ing to boat counting, I assessed the boat counting performance on
three different boat ramps using the proposed approach with com-
parison to four state-of-the-art approaches (Khan et al., 2005), (Khan
et al., 2005), (Y. Li et al., 2008) and (Chuang et al., 2015). The proposed
algorithm achieved the best counting performance for all boat ramps,
which demonstrated that my method was able to cope with severe
unpredictability under 1-fpm LFR conditions.
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7.1 Contributions
My contributions are summarized below.
• I proposed a new background modeling algorithm intended to
be used for maritime boat ramps imagery, where dynamically
shifting areas of land and water are in frame.
• I proposed a novel method for tracking moving object in the
LFR environment of 1-fpm, which can cope with severe unpre-
dictability of object caused by LFR.
• I presented new strategy for detecting unusable images caused
by radio interference, which will reduce the quality of any com-
puted background model.
• I investigated and addressed the impact of sunrise and sunset
on the background modeling to deal with changes in outdoor
luminance.
• I introduced a new approach to separating land and water scenes
by building a computing model.
• I performed combo object modeling and simultaneously tracked
two correlated objects in 1-fpm videos to enhance tracking per-
formance.
• I modeled the behavior of launching and retrieving boats to im-
prove the motion continuity and make them more traceable in
LFR settings.
• I prototyped a computer boat counting system for both real time
and offline boat flow traffic analysis.
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7.2 Limitation and Future Work
The results achieved by the proposed methods demonstrate a notable
improvement on existing computer vision methods that could be used
in this maritime context, but there is still scope for further develop-
ments that would improve their performance.
The careful choice of a luminance threshold λwhich is used in (5.3)
for objects detection is highly recommended for any practical usage of
our cognitive background modeling algorithm. A possible direction
of future improvement is to design robust strategies for estimating λ
that is suited to image data from specific environment video surveil-
lance. Since the designed background modeling can use any strate-
gies for computing λ, extra robustness may be obtained by combining
several criteria for the calculation of the optimal value for λ, such as
texture, intensity, and edge, in order to exploit all available informa-
tion.
Another direction to improve my system is to investigate the ap-
proach to increasing the appearance continuity of object under LFR
conditions. As I have pointed out in Section 6.6, the major limita-
tion of my tracking algorithm is, tracking failure exists when a dra-
matic deformation of trailered boat, towing vehicle and their connec-
tion happens at the same time. To solve this problem, the criteria of
feature selection should be expanded to make objects more recogniz-
able. The use of the correlation between the tidal height and object
behavior may also be investigated to produce more robust and accu-
rate tracking results.
An important extension of this work will be the application of the
proposed computer boat counting system to monitor traffic at other
boat ramps. Indeed, as highlighted before, it was designed to be used
for maritime boat ramp videos, through the choice of an adapted back-
ground modeling algorithm for the detection of moving objects of in-
terest. Currently, all parameters of the system including λ in (5.3)
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and δ in (5.5) are configured through a manual cross-validation test
which is initially time-consuming process in practice. Therefore, the
automation or partial automation of system configuration would be
highly beneficial as it would enable the proposed system to be easily
deployed in diverse real world maritime boat ramp situations. Other
aspects of enhancing the boat counting ability of future web camera
systems, such as suitable frame rate, high resolution and appropriate
view of cameras, may also be investigated.
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Appendix A: Detailed Rules for Trailer
Boat Tracking
This appendix details eleven rules for trailer boat tracking described
in Section 6.4.2:
R(a) By boat launching lifespan templates {l(a), l(b), l(c), l(d)} given
in Figure 6.4, the target behavior is understood that if a combo
object moves from @land to @shoreline in first two stages, then
the object is unlikely back to @land for the future. This rule can
be formulated as:
{(z ∈ @land) ∧ (s = 1)} ∧ {(z ∈ @shoreline) ∧ (s = 2)}
→ z /∈ @land, for ∀s >= 3, (1)
where a combo may go from @land to @shoreline for
maintenance purposes, then back to @land and leave without
the boat being taken off the trailer, but the probability of this is
extremely low in the practice of boat launching.
R(b) By boat launching lifespan templates {l(e), l(f)} given in Figure
6.4, the target behavior is understood that if a combo object
appears on @land in stage 1, and its vehicle presents at
@shoreline in stage 2, then the combo is unlikely back to @land
in following frames. This rule can be formulated as
{(o ⊂ z) ∧ (z ∈ @land) ∧ (s = 1)} ∧ {(o ∈ @shoreline)
∧ (s = 2)} → z /∈ @land, for ∀s >= 3, (2)
where the driver may change their mind and pick up the a boat
they have just launched, thereby reconstructing a combo before
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going back to @land and leaving, but the probability of this is
extremely low in the practice of boat launching.
R(c) By boat retrieving lifespan templates {r(a), r(b), r(c), r(d)}
given in Figure 6.5, the target behavior is understood that if a
single object appears on @land in stage 1, and it is then
identified as part of a combo at @shoreline in stage 2, then the
object is unlikely to appear as a single object with an assigned
status of @land at a following stage. This rule can be
formulated as:
{(o ∈ @land) ∧ (s = 1)} ∧ {(o ⊂ z) ∧ (z ∈ @shoreline)
∧ (s = 2)} → o /∈ @land, for ∀s >= 3, (3)
where a vehicle may move from @land to @shoreline to retrieve
a boat, and the driver may then change their mind and depart
without their boat, but the probability of this is extremely low
in the practice of boat retrieving.
R(d) By boat retrieving lifespan template {r(l)} given in Figure 6.5,
the target behavior is understood that if a combo object moves
from @shoreline to @land in first two stages, then the object is
unlikely back to @shoreline for the future as it is far more likely
to depart from the ramp. This rule can be formulated as:
{(z ∈ @shoreline) ∧ (s = 1)} ∧ {(z ∈ @land) ∧ (s = 2)}
→ z /∈ @shoreline, for ∀s >= 3, (4)
where a combo containing a retrieved boat comes from
@shoreline to @land, and the driver may then change their
mind and go back to @shoreline again, but the probability of
this is extremely low in the practice of boat retrieving.
R(e) By boat retrieving lifespan template {r(g)} given in Figure 6.5,
the target behavior is understood that if a single object appears
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on @land in stage 1 and at @shoreline in stage 2, then it is
unlikely back to @land as a single object for the future. This rule
can be formulated as:
{(o ∈ @land) ∧ (s = 1)} ∧ {(o ∈ @shoreline) ∧ (s = 2)}
→ o /∈ @land, for ∀s >= 3, (5)
where a vehicle may come from @land to @shoreline for
entertainment purpose, then back to @land and leave, but the
probability of this is extremely low in the practice of boat
retrieving.
R(f) By boat retrieving lifespan templates {r(e), r(f)} given in
Figure 6.5, the target behavior is understood that if a single
object (boat) appears in @water in stage 1, and presents in a
combo with another single object (vehicle) at @shoreline in
stage 2, then the vehicle object is unlikely back to @land as a
single object for the future. This rule can be formulated as:
{(oi ∈ @water) ∧ (s = 1)} ∧ {(oi ⊂ z) ∧ (oj ⊂ z)∧
(z ∈ @shoreline) ∧ (s = 2)} → o /∈ @land, for ∀s >= 3, (6)
where a vehicle goes to @shoreline to pick up a retrieving boat,
then the driver may change their mind and go back to @land
and leave, but the probability of this is extremely low in the
practice of boat retrieving.
R(g) By boat launching lifespan templates {l(i), l(l)} given in Figure
6.4, the target behavior is understood that if a combo object
appears at @shoreline in stage 1, and its contained vehicle
object presents on @land in stage 2, then the combo is unlikely
back to @shoreline for the future. This rule can be formulated
as:
{(oi ⊂ z) ∧ (z ∈ @shoreline) ∧ (s = 1)} ∧ {(oi ∈ @land)
∧ (s = 2)} → z /∈ @shoreline, for ∀s >= 3, (7)
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where a launching boat is sent to @shoreline, then the driver
may change their mind and go back to @shoreline to pick up
the launched boat, but the probability of this is extremely low
in the practice of boat launching.
R(h) By boat launching lifespan templates {l(j), l(k)} given in Figure
6.4, the target behavior is understood that if a combo object
appears at @shoreline in stage 1, and its contained boat object
presents in @water in stage 2, then the combo is unlikely back
to @land for the future. This rule can be formulated as:
{(o ⊂ z) ∧ (z ∈ @shoreline) ∧ (s = 1)} ∧ {(o ∈ @water) ∧
(s = 2)} → z /∈ @land, for ∀s >= 3,
(8)
where the driver may change their mind and pick up the boat,
and they construct a combo again and go back to @land and
leave, but the probability of this is extremely low in the practice
of boat launching.
R(i) By boat retrieving lifespan templates {r(j), r(k)} given in
Figure 6.5, the target behavior is understood that if a single
object (vehicle) appears at @shoreline in stage 1, and presents in
a combo at @shoreline in stage 2, then the vehicle object is
unlikely back to @land as a single object for the future. This rule
can be formulated as:
{(o ∈ @shoreline) ∧ (s = 1)} ∧ {(o ⊂ z) ∧ (z ∈ @shoreline)
∧ (s = 2)} → o /∈ @land, for ∀s >= 3,
(9)
where a vehicle comes to @shoreline to pick up a retriveing
boat, then the driver may change their mind and go back to
@land and leave, but the probability of this is extremely low in
the practice of boat retrieving.
R(j) By boat launching lifespan templates {l(g), l(h)} given in Figure
6.4, the target behavior is understood that if a combo object
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appears on @land in stage 1, and its contained boat object
presents in @water in stage 2, then the combo is unlikely back
to @land for the future. This rule can be formulated as:
{(o ⊂ z) ∧ (z ∈ @land) ∧ (s = 1)} ∧ {(o ∈ @water) ∧ (s = 2)}
→ z /∈ @land, for ∀s >= 3,
(10)
where the driver may change their mind and pick up the boat,
and they form a combo again and go back to @land and leave,
but the probability of this is extremely low in the practice of
boat launching.
R(k) By boat retrieving lifespan templates {r(h), r(i)} given in Figure
6.5, the target behavior is understood that if a single object
moves from @land to @shoreline in first two stages, and
presents in a combo at @shoreline in stage 3, then the object is
unlikely back to @land as a single object for the future. This rule
can be formulated as:
{(o ∈ @land) ∧ (s = 1)} ∧ {(o ∈ @shoreline) ∧ (s = 2)}
∧{(o ⊂ z) ∧ (z ∈ @shoreline) ∧ (s = 3)}
→ o /∈ @land, for ∀s >= 4,
(11)
where a vehicle goes from @land to @shoreline to pick up a
retrieving boat, then the driver may change their mind and go
back to @land and leave, but the probability of this is extremely
low in the practice of boat retrieving.
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